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Stigma Cities:
Birmingham and Las Vegas in the
National Newspaper Medial 1945-2000
JONATHAN FOSTER

Early in 19941 Time Inagazine proclaimed Las Vegas "The New All-American
City," a place IISO freakishly democratic" that Americans just could not resist it. I
Twenty-three years earlier, Look magazine had conferred the same title upon
Binninghanl, Alabalna, stressing its progress in race rc1ations. 2 Such favorable media representations nlust have surprised the Alnerican people in both
instances. By the thne of each city's designation as Al1-American, the media
had long since infornled the public of each placels abnonnalities and deviance
from national norms. Both cities held fu lly formed stignlatized identities by
the mid 1960s. Las Vegas synlbolized the abnormalities of legalized gaInblingl
sexual promiscuity, and organjzed crime. Mention of Birtningham evoked
association with the deviance of racial intolerance and violent resistance to
progressive change. A survey of the two cities' treatment in the nationallnedia
provides insight into key aspects of how these inlages developed and endured
froln 1945 to 2000. Likewise, such a study revea Is central characteristics of the
stigillatization process itself, and how society can occasionally perceive a city
as both All-American and deviant siI11ultaneously.

Jonathan Foster is a ph.D. candidate at UNLV and a 2007-2008 recipient of the university's Presidential Graduate Fellowship. He is presently completing his dissertation,
which exalnines the intersection of major historical events with perceptions of urban
settings in the United States' 'West, South, and Mexican border region. Foster would
like to thank Professor David Wrobel for his expert guidance at every stage of this
essay's development, and Professor Eugene Moehring for his invaluable suggestions
on its conten t.
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STIGMA AND PLACE

Historians have largely ignored the phenoJnenon of stigrnatization, especially when applied to such lnodern ci ties as Birminghanl and La.s Vegas.
Beyond Howard M. Soknnon, few historians have been willing to advocate
the centrality of ruined identities to their subject nlateria1. 3 In their defense,
exanlining such a perceptual process represents dangerous territory for the
historian. The "rnind" of America has adnlittedly lacked consensus and left
few concrete sources for the historian's research and analysis. Yet the means
by which places become nlentally classified and, in SOlne cases, stigmatized
deserve historical analysis.
Fields outside of history have displayed a greater openness to studying the
process of stigrnatization. Social psychologists and sociologists have produced
a particu lady strong body of work on the subject. In particular, the pioneering works of Erving Goffrnan and Irwin Katz have contributed greatly to understanding it as an i111portant and conlplex social process. 4 FroBl these and
subsequent social scientists, a definition and a framework present thenlselves,
offering historians an exciting and potentially invaluable new way of looking
at the perception of place over tinle.
Sociologists have traced the word stign-w to ancient Greek origins. In its
original usage, a stigl11a represented a defacing mark, burn, or cut, applied to
an individual with the intention of instantly exposing the person's "differenf'
classification to any who might look upon hil1l. The differences the stigmatizing mark revealed I1light include either deviant conduct or association with the
temple. Beginning in early Christian times, stigma expanded upon this dual
lneaning. On one level, the word referred to outward signs of physical disability and, by relation, bodily deviance. At the same tinle, many of the religious
saw a connection between physical eruptions of the skin and an individual's
proxinlity to holy grace. In nlodern tiInes, society has adopted a more cOl11plex
and abstract usage of the word and concept. Stigm.a now refers as conlnlonly to
a suspected or confirmed association with a known deviant activity as it does
to the outward appearance of any physicall'abnonnality.1I While still itnportant in revealing SOlne stigrnas, physical nlarkings are no longer required for
all. Further, an action that l11.ight be stignlatizcd in one culture or era l1light be
cornpletely accepted in another. In sum, stigrnatization is a social construct, ever
changing and relative to the cultural nlores of its respective era and setting. 5
Goffnlan offers the consensus definition of modern stignla as "an attribute
that is deeply discrediting," leaving the wider society with the ilnpression that
an individual "is not quite hunlan."o These attributes/ while varying over time
and place, nornlally discredit the person stigmatized while confirnling lithe
usualness" of others. 7 Goffnlan further argues that 1110dern stigmatization takes
on one of three lnain variations. These are phYSical "abominations of the body/'
perceptual "blemishes of the charactel~'/ and stereotypical "tribal stignlas."8
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The conceptions of character blemishes and Iitribal" stigmatization are both
particularly relevant for historical understanding of the stigmatization of place.
Character blemishes result fro111 direct actions perceived as outside societal
nonns. These deviations might include crjrninal acts, 111anifestations of mental
or physical infirnlities or any other element perceived as contrary to normal
expectations. Tribal stigmatization, by contrast, characterizes individuals as
deviant sin1ply on the basis of their association with a larger group considered
abnorma1. 9 Thus, an outsidel~ having never met a particular southerner, tnight
cast the individual as racist Si111ply because prevailing stereotypes stress the
South/s history of racial intolerance. At the saIne tirne, a westerner nlight enjoy
a reputation as egalitarian resting Inerely on the public/s popular perception of
the West as the nation's JTIost democratic region.
Media coverage can further perpetuate this process. Because of the nature
of their industry, reporters tend to focus on the sensational event. Often, the
sensational event creates or reinforces a city's stereotypical identity. Once created, such place-based stereotypes gain popularity as journalists refer to the
sensational events of the past, although they often have no bearing on current
affairs. Furthel~ popular stereotypes of the region within which the cities reside
provide an easy intellectual reference for the journalist to enlploy. The local
place, thereforel easily assumes the identity of both the abnormal event and its
wider geographic and cultural placelnent.
Reactions to stigmatized places are harder to pin down. While Inost outsiders react negatively to the stigl1latized, that is not always the case. Often, even
though the public views a person or place as deviant in certain ways, a level of
pity, curiosity in the unusuat or even a proclivity to pu 11 for the underdog lead
outsiders to cast the stigmatized in an improved light. As the social psychologist Irwin Katz argues, this inconsistency results £rOln an ambivalence central
to the relativisin of the stignlatization process. An individual or society Inay
harbor feelings of both love and hate for a person, group, or place at the same
time. Depending on the accepted cultural n10res of a tinle and setting, a degree
of oscillation between the eJnotions often presents itself in the larger society's
dealings with "others."10 Media coverage of Las Vegas certainly supports such
a culturally based anlbivalence.
j

HISTORICAL BASIS 011 S TIGMA TN BmMINCHAM A D LAS VEGAS

Early boosters liked to associate Birmingham with the ideal of the New South.
Founded in 1871, the town seelningly turned its back on the South's troubled
agrarian past and einbraced modern industrialism wholeheartedly. With their
town situated at a rare convergence of railroad transportation and all of the
natural resources required for the production of iron and steel, founders foresaw
Birnlingham as the prospecti ve center of a new, production-oriented South. As
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blast furnaces and factories dotted the local landscape by 1885, their expectations
seelned destined for fruition.11 The young town's booming population further
supported their optimistic outlook, increasing by an astonishing 748 percent
from 1880 to 1890. By 1910, Binningham had become Alabama's largest city
and a force to be reckoned with in the wider South, claiming a population of
138,685 people. 12 Yet in lnany ways, this burgeoning New South city proved
not so new after all.
Planter interests had actually conceptualized an industrial city at Birminghaln's location in 1859. Their plans called for an industrial slave center that
would help move the South into the industrial future while preserving the
status quo of established labor and race relations by using slaves to do the
heavy work. While the Civil War intervened to render this plan impossible,
the city that eluerged soon afterward differed only in its dependence on wage
labor rather than slavery. The historian W. David Lewis and social geographer Bobby Wilson have shown that lnost of the city's founders and early
industrialists shared a cennmon planter or upper-Ievel-Inerchant background.
These Jnen represented the elite of the Old South, with their business, labor,
and racial philosophies fonned in the plantation society. As Inanufacturers,
they quickly embraced black convict labor and actively sought to keep labor
divided along racial lines for decades following the city's founding. These New
South industrialists further traveled the path of the old South by choosing to
rely lnore upon labor-intensive Inethods of production rather than the recent
technological iIulovations that powered northern industry. The divided labor
force was, after alt cheap and readily available, while the latest technology
required considerable capital outlays. 13 In some ways, the bOODling town came
to resemble an overgrown iron plantation."14
Birnunghan1's system of racial division D1atured in the first three decades of the
twentieth century. By 1910, blacks held 75 percent of steel-mill and iron-fUlnace jobs.
Total black employlnent in the industry fell to 54 percent by 1930, as pro-union whites
entered the city's industrial work force in large numbers. Jobs within the plants subsequently took on an increased stratification of white work and black work. Labor
organization strengthened this process, with unionized white workers exercising
their newfolmd influence on managell1ent to enforce job discrin1ination. 15
Blacks faced additional segregation in the sodal sphere. The ci ty cOlnmission
insti tu ted streetcar segregation in 1923 and consistentl y refused to zone an adequate
amount of land for black residency. Overcrowded black neighborhoods continued
to lack basic services, and homes resclnbled sharecropper shacks. Attempts at
refonn in the teens and twenties served only to bring blacks Inore finnly and efficiently lmder goven1111ental control. Then, the Great Depression devastated local
industry. Conditions in Birminghanl, already substandard for local blacks, grew
exponentially worse as lUlemploynlent and hW1ger gripped the town. Its cripp'ling
effect prompted President Franklin Roosevelt to proclaim Binllingham the "worst
hit" city in the nation. 16
U
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The racial inequality built into Birmingham's labor force and social system
began to manifest itself in active unrest imlnediately after World War II. Between 1945 and 1965, fifty racially n10tivated bOlnbings occurred within the city
limits, earning the city the derisive moniker of "Bombingham."17 Typically,
the h0111e of an outspoken black resident or a black family seeking to move
into an all-white neighborhood served as the setting for a bombing. In 1963,
the city experienced what lnany consider to be the most ilnportant denlonstrations of the civil-rights mOVe111ent. That May, the world watched in horror
as local police, under the direction of the notoriously racist commissioner of
public safety Eugene '/Bull" Connor/ unleashed vicious dogs, fire hoses, and
clubs on protesting schoolchildren. Then, in Septembel~ a bomb exploded in
the Sixteenth Street Baptist Church, killing four black girls. While these horrendous acts directly influenced the decision of the United States Congress to
pass the Civil Rights Act of 1964, they also solidi fied Birmingham's reputation
as a violent, racially intolerant city.18
The city concurrently entered a long period of popUlation decline, falling
from its peak of 340,887 residents in the early 1960s to 242,820 residents by
2000. 19 Much of this loss, as in the similar examples of Detroit and Cleveland,
resulted fron1 industrial stagnation and white flight to the suburbs. Yet Birlningham carried an additional burden: its highly publicized deviant actions
of the 1960s. Although the following decades would bring vast changes to the
city-including the election of a predominantly black city government by 1979
and a successful shift frolll an industrial to a service econolny-the stignla of
raCiS111 continued to Inar the city's ilnage and shape national rnedia representation of the place.
As with Binninghaln, seclningly abnonnal events and characteristics in Las
Vegas's history have jnfluenced the national media's coverage and the public's
perception of the dty. In an area first settled in 1855 by Monnon pioneers, Las
Vegas obtained railroad-town status by 1905 and offiCially incorporated in June
1911. The young railway stopover quickly claimed an attention silnilar to that
received by the rest of Nevada. This increased notoriety grew froln a frontier
association with easy divorce, illegal gambling, bootlegging, and prostitution.
Meanwhile, alnple sunshine and mild winters prompted town leaders and
boosters toward lnore ambitious ideas throughout the 1920s-ideas of a PalIn
Springs-like resort center. Then, the early 1930s legalization of wide-open gambling in Nevada, the inlprovelnent of access roads, and the nearby construction
of Hoover Dam cOlubined to increase the town's prospects. As the danl became
a destination for curious travelers, Las Vegans enlbraced the idea of a gamingcentered economy. World War II soldiers and defense workers then reinforced
the logic of this idea through their eager patronization of the town's still-small
gaming elnporiums. 20 City leaders and business people elnployed various
themes designed to draw tourists to Las Vegas hotels and legal casinos over the
decades that followed. These ranged fro]n the idea of America's last western
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Las Vegas city leaders and even business owners proll'loted atomic testing at the
Nevada Test Site to tourists. Photographer unknown. (Nevada Historical Society)

frontier to lilodernistic at01lllc testing to an ahnost simultaneous promotion of
Sin City and falnily-friendly adult Disneyland.
Whatever the approach, the idea of a tourist~based econolny surpassed all
expectations in Las Vegas. With the largest booms after 1945, and most specifically after the 1980s, the city finished the twentieth century anchoring the fastest
growing lnetropolitan center in the United States. Between 1990 and 1997, the
metropolis grew by 48 percent, adding 409,453 residents. 2' As the historian Hal
Rothn1an argues, the post-industrial gaming economy of Las Vegas offered the
sanle financial opportunity that had earlier drawn residents to such industrial
boom towns as Detroit. In post-modern Las Vegas, an individual with even a
marginal education could expect to make a good living. A relatively low cost of
living combined with the high wages and ample benefits of a unionized galning
and tourist industry to render such expectations generally realistic. 22
Despite its rapid growth and economic opportunity, Las Vegas also experi~
enced probletlls. First, its existence as a gambling center proved too telnpting
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for less than reputable figures . Second, for nluch of the period following 1945,
its open promotion of legal ganlbling and physical gratification seenlingly lay
outside the confines of Alnerican lnoral nonns. Las Vegas quickly established
and lnaintained its position and inlage as the center of American gatning.2J
Such an image resulted in a plethora of both negative and positive 111edia representations of the city.
The probleJn of organized crinle undeniably played a role in Las Vegas's
developnlent, history, and popular image. The 1110b first won attention in Las
Vegas in the early 1940s with the nlurder of the race-wire owner Jalnes Ragen
and the efforts of gangster Bugsy Siegel to purchase the EI Cortez hotel-casino.
This, along with Siegel's involvelnent in the construction of the Flamingo Hotel,
established a pattern in which, over the next two decades, 111any resorts on the
Strip depended upon disreputable finanCing and direct olob involvenlent for
their construction and operation. 24 In 1950, United States Senator Estes Kefauver's hearings on organized criIne brought increased, albeit limited, national
attention to organized crime's infiltration of the city's gaIning industry. Fronl
this, national bestsellers such as Ed Reid and Ovis Delnaris's The Gree'/'l Felt:
Jungle appeared, casting Las Vegas as a violent, greedy, iInllloral, and crimeinfested city.25 The late 1970s and early 1980s witnessed a rebirth of such ideas,
thanks to FBI sting operations that revealed polltical corruption, and to federal
investigations that exposed the lnob s control of the Stardust Fremont, Aladdin
and Tropicana hotels. 26
Yet, despite decades of charges, Anlericans seenled to maintain an affection
for the seemingly wayward city. As for the popular appeal of this center of
gatnbling and i1sin," David Schwartz and John Findlay offer insightful explanations. Sdlw'artz argues that post-war suburban Alncricans did not nlind
ganlbling and a certain lack of niorality if they were safely confined to areas
distant fn.nn their own communities. At a safe distance, the suburbanites could
enjoy the escapist pleasures of the otherwise deviant place, then return hOlne
without endangering their comlnunities' ll10ral standards.27 Findlay contends
that Las Vegas offered ll1uch more than Jllere escapism; its garnb1ing evoked the
American perception of the risk- and opportunity-laden western frontier and
identity. To Findla)'t Las Vegas also enlbodied a new and innovative western
society e111anating from southern California in the post-war period. GalYlbling,
and by association Las Vegas, offered l1iodernAmericans the thrill of chance so
central to the westward expansion of the nineteenth century. This chance further
nurtured ideas of denlocracy and egalitarian tendencies. 28 Social standing alone
did not determine the odds of winning or losing at the tables.
Over the years, media representations of Las Vegas have borne out the anlbivalent nature of its stiglllatized identity. The love side of this relationship
particularly enhanced itself through the writing of the renowned journalist
Gladwin Hill. Later known for his path-breaking environmental reporting, The
Ne'w York Times's Los Angeles correspondent's typewriter served as a virtual
l

l
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The Tropicana Hotel in Las Vegas was revealed to have been controlled by the Inob.
Photographer unknown. (Nevada Historical Society)

booster megaphone for Las Vegas in the 1.950s. Throughout the decadet Hill
ladled out a steady dose of such articles as "Klondike in the Desert,'t liThe ISure
Thingl Boon1 at Las Vegas," "Las Vegas Is More Than the 'Strip,'" and "Las Vegas
Keeps the Wheels Turning." Each of these pieces acknowledged the centra1ity of
gan1bling to the Las Vegas experience, but cast the growing tourist destination
in an unusually favorable light. Hill consistently chan1pioned both the city's
democratic opportunity and western location, while offering up a selection of
population- and economic-growth statistics that any Chamber of Comn1erce
publicist would proudly claitn. Las Vegas, as portrayed by Hill, was not n1erely
a sinful conglomerate of organized crime and vice. Instead, it resetnbled a
I'cruise ship" on land where gambling and tourism served as econolnic lnotors
driving a booming and surprisingly diverse urban area. In this exciting place
"that could pass for Broadway," both the "lnan in workpants" and the "dinner
dressed patron" had the san1e chance of realizing that '/western tradition" of
striking it rich. Beyond the gmning floors, a more diverse Las Vegas existed.
Here, Hill expounded upon the favorable influence of religion, the industrial
boom in Hendersont and the windfall of defense spending. Quite sin1ply, Hill's
Las Vegas stood as a western entertainment center basking in a post-World
War lJ boom. This Las Vegas served as a place where a Inore democratic spirit
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prevailed, people had fun, and real-estate investment could never be a losing
proposition. It seemed to be a place where people got it right. 29
By contrast, media coverage of post-World War II events in Birminghaln
preoccupied itself with the deviant aspects of the city's history. Binninghan1's
identification with race transfixed the national l11.edia during this period; stories
continued to associate Birll1.ingham with regional stereotypes of the racist South.
Although, Las Vegas's lncdia exposure harbored similar tendencies, there was
a continuing telnpering elelnent. The rnedia did trumpet the city's deviance as
exhibited through organized crin1c, gan1bling, and sex, but periodically continuing to evoke the popular conceptions of the isolated and democratic West.
Media representation of this sort abounds in the fonnative period of each
city's stignlatization. For Birmingham, one can find exaulples concentrated on
the topics of racial segregation in 1960 and the civil-rights den10nstrations and
church bombing of 1963. The rightfully negative coverage of this early period
continued throughout the ensuing decades-often without lneri t- in various
exposes and reports on non-racial events in the city. Exalnples of the stigma's
endurance are strikingly evident in the coverage of the 1998 bcnnbing of the
All-WOll1.en/ New-Woman abortion clinic. Representations of Las Vegas's deviance first appeared during the 1910s through 1930s and centered on divorce. In
the 1930s, the "abnorrnal" Las Vegas becmne a contextual side note to stories
concerning Hoover Daln. Newspaper travel stories in the late 1940s and the
lnedia's elnphasis during the 1960s on organized crinle's infiltration of the gaming industry helped celnent the idea of a deviant and opportunistic western
Las Vegas. The federal investigations of the 1970s and 1980s, the MGM fire of
1980, and the mayoral election of the former n10b attorney Oscar Goodll1.an
in 1999 provided additional opportunities for the lnedia to revisit Las Vegas's
tradition of deviance.

THE BUILDING Or STIGMA

On April 8, 1960, city leaders in Birmingham reacted with shocked outrage
at an expose of their city that appeared in The Ne'w York Times. The front-page
headline read Fear and Hatred Grip Birmingham./I The Times reporter Harrison
E. Salisbury had produced a well-deserved two-page indictment of the city's
race relations. Salisbury wrote of a flb,rooding Birnlinghall1./' on the verge of
outright racial conflict. It was a cowering city, he observed, a place where fino
one talks freely" out of fear of violence and retribution. His article revealed that
every aspect of life within the city experienced strict segregation, with "Bull"
COlmer serving as the brutal enforcer of the racial status quo. Salisbury detailed
the wrath encountered in the rare cases when individuals in Binningham spoke
or acted against the norm. He offered one striking exalnple of a young student
who participated in a public Ilprayer for freedonl." Later that evening, "seven
/I
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hooded men" arrived at the youth's house arnlcd with "iron pipes, clubs, and
leather blackjacks into which razor blades had been sunk." When they left,
the youth, his sister, and lnother lay 5everely beaten, the rnother with crushed
hands, a broken leg, and severely lacerated scalp.3D
Neither Connor nor his fellow commissioners should have expressed surprise at the media's negative portrayal of their city. First, racial intolerance
in the city assull1.ed a quality and invasiveness every bit as bad as the article
portrayed. Second, although dealt with 111.0re forthrightly and extensively by
Salisbury's piece, Binninghmn's racial problems had been increasingly highlighted in The Times throughou t the 1950s. Instances of local segregation had
served as the basi5 for sixteen stories in the paper between 1950 and 1959. 31
Additional stories dealt with individual acts of violence perpetrated by whites
upon blacks, and with racia11y lnotivated b0l11.bings. 12 The articles' increasing
frequency, in a lnajor newspaper wi th great agenda-setting power, mirrored
the nation's growing awareness of racial tension as the Civil-rights movelnent
advanced. Yet Salisbury'S piece offered a direct and pn.nninent indictl11.ent of
the city as a whole by the national newspaper. As such, it was an inlportant,
although by no nleans unjustified, step in constructing the city's racist stignla
in the public'5 nlind.
Over the next three years, additional l11.edia coverage of events solidified
Birminghaln's iInage as a racist, violent, and intolerant city. Coverage of key
events in 196J and "1963 proved central to this identity's formation. In response
to the Salisbury article and the city's subsequent libel suit against The New York
Times, CBS decided to filnl a segnlent of "CBS Reports" in Birmingham early
in 1961.:>1 Titled "Who Speaks for Binninghmn" and eventually airing nationally on the night of May 18, 1961, the program further exposed the city's racist
violence, while also deelning it representatjve of regional southern intolerance. The narrator was the respected television journalist Howard K. Smith,
who described Binningham as "the large5t segregated city in the South." In
addition, he credited the local Birmirlgham Post-.Herald wjth being the '/voice of
the segregated South.// As for the question raised in the progranl's title, Smith
contended that the violent and uncooperative "Bu11/1 Connor had enlerged as
the voice of Binningham."14
If earlier actions in Birmingham had not established the city's social deviance,
the even t5 of 1963 ensured the place's future stigmatization. In May, Sa lisbury' s
prophesied racial confrontation came to pass as civil rights delnonstrations
overwhelnlt?d the city. With the city's jail space overfilled, and hundreds of
teenaged prisoners confined at the state fairground's livestock pavilion, the official reaction soon turned violent. Connor's police force ruthlessly and without
qualm employed its much-vaunted arnlored tanks, dogs, and firehoses. 35
The national media captured it all, both in print and in in1age. As the violent
response on the city's part increased, articles concerning the del11.0nstrations
gained luore prominent placement in The Nnu York Tinzes. In a one-nl0nth period
ii
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between April 15 and May 15, the paper's editors deenled SOlne twenty-two
articles dealing with the protests worthy of front-page placclnent.:16 The most
powerful of these appeared on May 4, with an accolnpanying ilnage of a police dog violently grasping the abdolnen of a young protester as a unifonl1ed
Binningha.nl police officer held hiIn in place.37 This image, along with others
like it, undoubtedly strengthened the national perception of Birmingham as
a violent center of raciSln. When this coverage cornbined with Th.e NerD York
Titnes's twenty-eight articles focusing on the tragic Sixteenth Street Baptist
Church bombing on Septelllber 16, 1963, the stiglna stood solidly entrenched
and available for future 111edia use as cventsw'arranted.:1H

Birmingham, AlabanUl firemen use high pressure water hoses to disperse civil rights
dernonstrators in Kelly lngranl Park, early May 1963~demonstators can be seen
aIl10ng the trees. The people in the foreground are bystanders. Photographer unknown.
(Binninghmn Public Library Archives, Catalog #783.1.10)

World events also played a role in the nation's acceptance of this stigmatization in
the post-World Warllera. Aware of the contradiction thatracisln posed to American
democracy's supposed egalitarianisln, the public and governnlent sought to rationalize the identity it held of itself and projected to the Cold War-era world. This led
parts of the nation to forn1 their identities in opposition to parts seen as deviantly
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racist. Actions of the United States govenunent contributed to this process. As the
historian Mary L. Dudziak has argued, concern over Alnerica's intenlationa1ilnage
during the Cold War prompted the government to purposefully label the South, and
violently racist areas within it, as deviant fronl the national norm.:w
At a tiule when the United States actively sought to export its influence,
governlnental systeln, and econolnic theory abroad, internationally publicized
instances of racial violence proved elnbarrassing and threatened its success.
The Soviet Union ntade great propaganda use of racist events and imagessuch as those flowing out of Birmingham- in extolling capitalisnl' s inherent
inequality. This particularly threatened the denl0cratic ilnages of the United
States in the newly independent nations of Africa. To quell the success of the
Soviet propaganda calnpaign, the United States governlnent initiated one of
its own. In addition to characterizing southern areas as abnormal within the
Arn.erican system, the campaign championed instances of federal intervention as proof of the triunlph of the tnore widely shared values of equality and
delnocratic capitaJisnl's progress even in the nation's Inost backward region.
The tnedia's portrayal of Birmingham thus took on a degree of official sanction.

Where else couJd one gamble in a swimming pool? Only in Las Vegas.
Photographer unknown. (Nevada Historical Society)
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The South, with its brutal and uncolnprolnising IiBu 11" Connor and others of
his ilk, assulned the role of repository for the nation's sin. As an isolated and
deviant exception to the national norm, the city provided rationalization for the
inconsistency of racial oppression in a democratic systen1. Against this image,
the rest of the nation could form its own racially progressive identity.40
Media stigmatization of Las Vegas lacked the single cataclysmic event found
in Birmingham's unconscionable response to the civil-rights lnovelnent. Thus,
it proceeded n10re subtly. Yet, as with Birmingham's racial intolerance, Las
Vegas's gan1bling and, to a lesser degree, association cw ith organized crime
eventua1ly becalne crucial to how the national media shaped the cityis image
in the wider consciousness.
Media representations of Las Vegas before 1945 appeared priInarily as contextual material for pieces examining celebrity marriage problenls. 41 Las Vegas
received mention on its own merit in The New York Times only four tiules during
its first forty years. The first two instances occurred in 1911, as the newspaper
examined the young {{rival" in relation to Reno's established divorce industry.42
The city did not appear again as the lone subject of a Times article until 1936.
That yeal~ the newspaper briefly examined the IIWild West town" that neighbored Boulder Oan1.43 Three years later the newspaper offered a one-paragraph
exan1ination of the city's decision to dose its bars for three hours in observance
of Good Friday. According to The Tirnes reporter, the saloons" of America's
last frontier hit the Sawdust Trail" on that day.44
Between 1945 and 1949, The Na{J York Times continued to cover Las Vegas
prin1arily in relation to Hoover Daml s popularity as a tourist destination. Yet
these stories increasingly emphasized Las Vegas's growth as a tourist draw
in its own right. Representative titles include ffLas Vegas Vacation Cen ter:
Seeing Boulder Dam by Automobile," and IILively Las Vegas: New Vacation
Wonderland Is Growing Up Rapidly around the Great Lake at Hoover Darn."45
One 1947 article conceded Las Vegas's status as a stand-alone tourist attraction.
II Desert Attractions: TOUriS111 Is Las Vegas' Major Industry and Spring Business
Is Boollling," lllarked the first instance of the national media acknowledging
the city as a tourist destination in its own right. 46
Each article of this period highlighted attractions other than casinos, but
invariably lnentioned the city's legalized gan1bling. The Thnes reporter Ward
Howe characterized the city as lithe gateway to Boulder Dam," where Iineon
signs lend a garish effect and signal invitations to try one's Iuck."47 Jack GoodUlan llsed the first two paragraphs of his article to detail the growth of local
gaIning resorts before stipulating that IInot all vacationists are heading for the
gaInbling casinos."48 Fellow reporter Grady JohJ1S0n introduced the city as
Ilknown only for its legalized gambling and easy divorce laws" before noting
its low rates of juvenile delinquency and the outdoor recreational activities at
Mount Charleston and Lake Mead. 49
Explicit ties to pre-existing regional conceptions of the West also appeared
li
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in each of these early articles. Howe reaffirnled the locals' propensity to call
the city" a frontier town/' while he characterized it as a "gateway" and "picturesque desert town."50 Goodman emphasized both its Ildesert" location and
its proxi111ity to "lnany noteworthy western park areas." A photograph of nlen
on horseback and dressed as cowboys at a nearby dude ranch acco111panied
his article. 51 Johnson's article called attention to the Weses recreational opportunities, dry c1in1ate, and democratic tendencies. To him, Las Vegas resided
"in the heart of sonle of the West's 1110st scenic playgrounds/' where visitors
could Iisoak up Sun and breath[e] the dry desert air" and n1ingle in l'diIuler
jackets, cowboy shirts, and jeans" on the sanle dance floors without notice. 52
These articles conformed to a pattern of showcasing Las Vegas's exceptionaliS111, synlbolized by gambling, western isolation, delnocratic social activities,
and a liberal sense of morality.
As with the South, the West certainly owned a distinct regional itnage by
the ll1id twentieth century. Frederick Jackson Turner's frontier thesis had long
ago described the vast West as both safety valve of opportunity and fountain
of Anlerican delnocracy.5:1 In the late nineteenth century, the western paintings of Tho111as Moran, Albert Bierstadt and Frederic Remington joined with
popular western writers such as Ow"en Wister and Bret Harte to cast the West
as individualistic, Inasculine, and free. 54 Around the sante till1el the United
States initiated its national park systeln, with lllOst of the parks located in the
West. These parks, which preserved extraordinary and seen1ingl y representative
landscapes, provided ever-increasing nlunbers of tourists with false i111ages of
the pristine West. 55 With the rise of the motion~pictute industry, and specifically
the popularity of the western movie in the first half of the twentieth century,.
fil111S carried on the tradition of the frontier inlage. 56 That the ll1id-century
111edia chose to cast the elnerging tourist city of Las Vegas within the colorful
contours of this established western hnage is not surprising.
Las Vegas's alternative negative image- its association with organized
crilne- resen1bles Birmingha1111 s racist stigtnatization in that the nationallnedia
coverage u 1tin1atel y proved event-based and exhibited strong ties to the nation a1
historical context of the ti111e. On Nove111ber 16/ 1950/ The New York Tilnes printed
a snlall story on page twenty-five titled "Investigation in Nevada." This article
was the on] y one to appear in The Times that year specifically addressing Senator
Estes Kefauver's local hearings into organized crime's influence over the Las
Vegas ganling industry. The article did, nonetheless/ tie the gaming industry
to the late gangster Bttgsy Siegel and 1110b figures in New York. 57
Thirteen years later The New York Tin-xes n1ade up for its subdued treatment
of the Kefauver hearing. In Novenlber 1963-the salne year that Birmingham
becanle front-page news and the lead story on the television networks- the
newspaper ran a series of front-page stories exposing organized crilne's control of the Las Vegas ga111ing industry. In the first of these articles, Wallace
Turner reported on casinos run by convicted felons misusing "hundreds of
l
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millions of dollars." Further, he called the galnbling-fueled mob a powerful
"new force in Alnerican life."5H In the third article of the series, he credited Las
Vegas with bringing together a greater collection of skilled law violators than
exists anywhere in the country." He went on to detail the involvelI1ent of such
public personalities as Frank Sinatra and Dean Martin with gambling interests,
ilnplying an association with organized crime. Yet even Turner's indictment
of Las Vegas as a criminal haven could not resist linking the city to its isolated
western placelnent. The" desert and mountain milieu" served as the setting for
this "most intensive concentration of galnbling" in the world's history.59
Extensive exposure of the city's organized-crime problenl also appeared
during this period in other rnedia outlets. As mentioned, the bestselling
book The Green Felt JUJl.gle (1963) dis111issed Las Vegas as a city controlled
by crime and lacking redeeming value. 60 Television exposes further linked
the city's vice-centered gaming and entertainment industry with organized
crime. David Susskind's popular television talk show, l'Open End/I aired a
two-hour special on March 15, 1964, that sought to detail "the link between
a seemingly innocuous nickel bet and narcotics and prostitution" controlled
by organized crime. h1
Two years latel~ NBC televised a three-and-one-half hour special titled
American White Paper: Organized Crirne in the United States/' which examined organized crime in Las Vegas and Youngstown, Ohio. In the end,
it argued that while local interests controlled the criIne in Youngstown, Las
Vegas's gmnbling industry fostered more insidious national affiliations. 62 This
dralnatic upswing in media coverage of Las Vegas's ties to organized crin1e
can be seen as the culmination of a wider historical trend in which the United
States public sought to identify itself and the national purpose in the 1950s
and early 1960s. By the end of the 1950s, the American press, government, and
public had begun to question the nation's success and direction in its Cold War
struggle with the Soviet Union. International events had seemingly eroded the
unquestioned confidence in the United States as world leader that the country
experienced in 1945. The Soviet Union's emergence as a nuclear power in 1949,
its launch of Sputnik in 1957, its seemingly superior economic growth rate, the
disastrous Suez Crisis, the failure to help the Hungarian Revolution, and the U-2
spy-plane incident all cOll1bined to cast uncertainty among many Alnericans.
Occasional economic downturns during the years of the Eisenhower administration strengthened this idea that something had gone wrong. Led by the
press and government, sorne AII1ericans began to look inward for the cause of
their seeming deficiency. Corruption, conformity, and crass materialism stood
central to the conclusions they reached.6:1
As early as 1952, Dwight Eisenhower's presidential cmnpaign had revealed
this uncertainty within American consciousness over the moral centering of
the nation. Eisenhower constantly cast the campaign as a "crusade" to bring
the nation back "to the things he thought Alnerica stood for." 64 Even his cam1/
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paign slogan of K1C 2 (Korea, Communisln, and Corruption) enlphasized the
threats facing America and the waywardness of its culture. 65 Concerns over
internal weakness, corruption, and C0111111Unist in.filtration obsessed the nation.
The House Committee on Un-Alnerican Activities (HUAC) had been exposing
imagined comnlunists with ilnpunity while such popular ganle shows as the
"$64,000 Question" proved dishonest. Meanwhile, conSUll1erisln had taken
hold as the suburbanites enjoyed their increased personaJ wealth and buying
power of the inlmediate post-1945 period. 66 Some contelnporaries, such as
John Kenneth Galbraith in his 1958 bestseller The AjJluen.t Society, warned about
the excesses of conslunerism and private-sector wealth while highlighting the
persistcncc of publjc-sector poverty in America. 67 Countervailing forccs of
traditionalll1orality and hedonistic materialisnl thus fought for the A111erjcan
public's allegiance throughout the 19505 and early 1960s. Fn)ln this cultural
apprehension, Las Vegas emerged as an easy target for those frustrated by the
nation's drift. With the media's help, as evidenced in its increased concentration on organized crime in the early 1960s, the city became an isolated repository for the containnient of widespread corruption and Anlcrican 111aterialistic
shortcornings. Much like Binningham, Las Vegas beCa111C a deviant cxaniple
against which the wider American society could define its Jlloral centcr.
Yet this city also displayed attractive qualities. As a represcntative of the
Anlerican West, it served as an available counterbalance for the perceived
tendency of suburbia and confonnist society to emasculate fonnerly individualistic nlen. 6 As Willialn Whyte observed in The Organizatio·n Man. (1956), the
confornlist ilnpulse of post-war suburban society worked to transfonn lnen fn)ln
independent "inner-directed'l beings into "other-directed" grey-suited clones
of corporatism. 69 Las Vegas offered a convenient yet isolated escape from these
consensus norms if they becanle too overbearing. No such partially positive
attributes attached themselves to 111edia representations of Birmingham.
In this enlivened characterization of Las Vegas as a bastion of organized crinle,
as well as the contenlpOraty casting of Binninghmll as a center of racial intolermlce
the media clearly inteltwined character defect and tribally-based stigma. Organized
crime's infiltration and conh-ol of galnbling served as the deviant event for Las
Vegas. Likewise, Birnunghaln's reaction to civil-rights protests stood as the perfect
abnornlal action to provoke widespread condemnation. These events took place
in the context of established local stereotypes mld deviance. Media coverage had
already revealed the cOlnfortable acceptance of gambling aJid divorce in Las Vegas
before exposing the Mafia involvement. Coverage of Binningham had shnilarly
established the prirnacy of segregation and violence in the city before the violent
upheavals of 1.963. In addition, the media had placed each city squarely within the
established stereotypes of their respective regions; for Las Vegas, the freerl more
democratic, and isolated West, w hUe BhminghaIn fell into the accepted image of the
racist South. This made Las Vegas's garnbling and Birmingham's raOS111 nl0re readily
identifiable m1d associable with each regional city. The cities therefore developed a
l{
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dual-level stigmatization, based on both events and perceptions of setting reinforced
by a popular culhlre particularly shaped by the Cold War and other frustrations.
The national media's coverage of local events following the deviance-establislunent
period- 194S up to the mid 1960s- reveals that this dual-level stigrl1a, once applied,
proved a lasting d1aracterization. As the social conUl1entator Walter Lipprllann noted
in 1922, editors who a.re concen1ed with 111aintainjng circulation prove hesitant to
stray from established norn1S in public expectations?O

THE ENDURANCE OF SnGMA

This perseverance first exhibited itself in the wider n1edia's reaction when Look
lnagazine narned Birmingham to its prestigious list of All-An1erican Cities in 1971.
While at first glance such recognition seen1ed to deviate frOll1 the city's established
popular stereotype, a closer examination of national press reaction to it reveals a
distinct continuity. For exan1ple, an ,utic1e appeared in The Ne.'lo York Times titled
IIProud Birminghaln Steers into Mainstreanl, U.s.A.," which acknowledged the
strides nlade by Binningharn since 1963, but still brought attention to the problems
that had existed arld continued to exist, and the piece reinforced ideas of regional
differences. The reporter Roy Reed, who covered the civil-rights movement for
The Times, sh"essed Birn1inghi.un's troubled past through explicit references to the
city's various identities of "Bombingham," lIthe police-dog capital of the South,"
arld "the Inost segregated city in America." The issue of regional identity etnerged
as he supposed that IINorthen1ers who nlove" to the southc111 city tnight consider
it Americanized enough" to feel at h0111e-faint praise indeed?1
Other seenlingly favorable accounts of Binninghaln's progress in the 1970s
adopted a shnilar tone. A Time magazine piece appearing in 1976 began with the
following captions:
II

Birnlingham! The All-American City! ... Blacks sitting in at stores and
restaurants. "Nigger lover" scrawled on shattered plate-glass windows
of lnerchants sLlspected of sylnpathizing with them ...
Binninghaln! The Magic City! ... Firemen battering black women
with high-pressure hoses, snarling police dogs ...
Birminghanl! The football Capital of the South! ... The tnangled
bodies of four little girls in a bonlbed out church. Martin Luther King
Jr. and Theophilus Eugcne ("Bu 11") Connor~the irresistible black force
meeting the inll11.0vable white object-confronting each other a111id the
flanled ...
Binninghanl ? 72
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Right to left, Fred Shl,.lttlesworth (Binninghanl civil rights leader), Ralph Abernathy and
Martin Luther King Jr. on Good Frida)'t April 12, 1963. King and the others violated a
court order not to march in order to be arrested and to spur on additional delllonRb'ators.
It was during this stay in jail that King wrote the first draft of his "Lettter from Birntingham Jai1." Birnlinghanl, Alabama Police Department surveillance photos.
(Birmingham Public Library Archives, Catalog #1125.11.20A-l)

Although the article's purpose was to ChalTIpion the progress Binuinghan1
had lTI.adc in race relations since the early 1960s, its introductory eluphasis on
racislll and the accompanying photographs of police dogs and crying W01TIen
evoked the traditional image of racially violent Birminghan1. It further postulated quite accurately that Birminghalu had a long way to go to achieve racial
harmony. Quoting then counciln1an Richard Arrington-the n1an who would
soon become Birminghan1' s first black lnayor-the article suggested that much
of the obvious change had been mere Iitokenism." 73 While sllch statements certainly contained a degree of validity, to directly associate the racial environment
of 1976 with that of 1963 was son1cwhat of a stretch on the magazine's part.
Coverage of events in Las Vegas during this period also continued to draw
upon the city's established reputation for deviance. The media's reaction to a
new exposurc of organized crime's ties to the gaming industry and the tragic
MGM Grand fire clearly illustrated its reliance on the city's abnormal classifi-
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The Las Vegas MGM Grand not long before the fire of 1980. Photographer unknown.

(Nevada Historical Society)

cation. The front page of the February 24, 1980, The NerD York Times feahued an
article on the federal Abscan1 sting operation, the FBT's investigation into organized crime. Through secret recordings and undercover work, the FBI uncovered
widespread racketeering, union corruption, Inurder, bribery of elected officials,
and skimming of Las Vegas casino revenues by organized-crilTle figures. This
article and others that followed tnade l11uch of the Las Vegas connection, even
though large corporations were in the process of taking over the industry,74 More
inlportant, they treated the Mafia's involvement in the gaming industry as no
surprise. One revealing passage stated that "in recent years ... organized crime
has infiltrated a variety of businesses in addition to gambling and pOTIlography."75
In other words, the story implied that the only surprise was in organized crime's
spread beyond the reahn of Las Vegas's acknowledged vices.
The MCM Grand fire of Novelnber 21, 1980, offers an exalnple of how established 1l1edia stereotypes of deviance often extended beyond the boundaries of
events directly associated with perceived abnonnalities. Initial coverage of the
fire by The New York Times proved straightforward and factual. Pamela Hollie's
front-page article respectfully conveyed the tragic circulnstances of the fire that
killed more than eighty people and trapped approxirnately thirty-.five hundred
Inore for several hours?6 But the next day, an artic1e appeared that enlployed
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virtually every available stereotype of the city. Referring to Las Vegas as a distant desert fantasy land," John Crewdson reported in detail how the greed of
gambling and desire for a good tilne quelled any remorse for the fire/s victims.
He focused his story on patrons occupying the casinos around the newly "black
gap in a brilliant neon 1..111iverse.'1 Citing individual reactions as representative
of a larger city reaction, Crewdson wrote of a lnan at the Desert Inn placing a
$10.00 bet with his friend over the fire s eventual body count. The article further
s ta ted that traged y was 111caningless to a city tha t experiences a thousand tiny
personal ones" on a daily basis. The reporter ended his assault by questioning
the n10rality of locals who continued to gamble as the fire raged. He applied
the tilne-honored one~dilllensional stereotype of the city's sjnful deviance to
a horrible event that owed no direct connection to galning. 77 This resulted in
one of the ll'\OSt thoroughly unscrupulous articles ever to stain the pages of the
long-respected newspapel~ and one has to question the judgment of The Times
editors in pubHshing such a piece.
The racist stigma of Birminghmn has also resulted in unprofessional reporting
in recent years. On January 29, 1998, a remotely-detonated pipe bOJnb exploded
outside the city's New Woman, All WOJnen abortion clinic. The blast killed the
security guard Robert Sanderson and gravely injured a nurse, Elnily Lyons.
This event nlarked the first fatal bombing of an abortion clinic in United States
history 7H In its coverage of this terrible incident, The New York Times proved COlnlnendable. In a series of articles over the following days, journalist Rick Bragg
stuck to the issue at hand impartially relating the circumstance and tragedy
of the bOlnbing. He made no speculative connections between the city's history of bOlnbings and this latest blast. 79 If any fault can be found in The Times's
coverage it resides in reporter Kevin Slack's later articles that en1phasized the
Usouthern identity" of the bornbing and bomber.80
Print coverage in other large lnarkets lacked The Times's tact in dealing with
the tragedy. A headline in the Atlanta Journal-Constitution read "Birnlingham
Clinic BCHnbing: A City's Past COlnes Roa.ring Back. 11 The reporter Marlon
Manuel went on to equate the clinic bombing with the d ty' s epidemic of racially
lnotivated blasts from 1945 to 1963. More specifically, he drew comparisons
to the Sixteenth Street Baptist Church bombing of 1963. 81 On the same day, an
equally unfair cOllllnentary by Clarence Page appeared in the Chicago Tribu.ne.
Having recently viewed Spike Lee's dOC1..Ul1entary "Four Little Girls," Page
directly evoked both the Sixteenth Street Baptist Church bombing and the derisive label "BOH'lbingham.'1 He saw the event as evidence that racial progress
in "Birminghalll and the rest of the South" still had far to gO.82
Although both articles addressed the clinic bombing as an act of extreinislll.
destined to galvanize pro-choice activists, its circumstances simply did not
warrant an equation with BinninghaJn's past racial violence. Both atrocities
obviously resulted from an extrelnist lll.indset, yet the more recent was otherwise unconnected to the city's previous experiences with racist terroriSln. The
U
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bombings from the 1940s to the 1960s stcrnlned from a series of events that were
distinctly racist, systemized, and connected to Birmingham's characteristics of
the time. H3 Thus, history warrants association of that violence with the racially
segregated Binninghaln of that period. The clinic bOlnbing, by contrast, was
lnore rand0111 and unrelated to race. The North Carolina perpetrator of the blast
could have chosen any ntunber of clinics in other cities to bOlnb as a 111eans of
publicizing his extre111ist ideals. 84 Nor does the evidence suggest that he cared
about the race of those who were receiving abortions, were injured, or killed in
the blast. The city lnerely happened to be the setting of the bomber's choice.
Thus, the media's 1998 linking of these two events only served to further develop a false continuum of racist deviance upon which systematic and intolerant
violence has supposedly survived unchecked in Birminghatn since the 1960s.
Las Vegas also ended the twentieth century with the media drawing upon
its established stiglnatized reputation. The election of Mayor Oscar Goodman
provided the opportunity for nationallnedia to review the city's relationships
with organized crin1e. Tn his career as an attorney, Goodlnan had made a name
for himself by defending such infaJnous clients as Meyer Lansky and Tony
Spilotro. As his June 8, 1999 runoff-election victory played out, The New York
Times could not resist highlighting his past, and by association, the city's h.istory
of criIninal association. Storylines such as "A Colorful Lawyer Is Running for
Mayor" and "Mob Lawyer Wins Race" indicated the direction of The Tirnes's
coverage. 85 Each of these articles and others covering the event specifically
listed Goodman's past defense of Las Vegas gangsters. Todd Purdum's report
went so far as to offer detailed descriptions of how Goodman kept Spilotro out
of Las Vegas jails Iidespite accusations that he had killed 22 people." Purdum
also wrote directly of Las Vegas's stign1atized in1age, calling it a sin-soaked
city, which has w'orked hard in recent years to reinvent itself as a family friendly
resort in which lnob ru le is a distant lnenlory."H6 Yet neither he nor his fellow
reporters displayed any quahns about playing up Goodn1an's relationship with
that distant lnel110ry.
Over-an, national n1edia representation of Las Vegas and Birmingham from
1945 to 2000 had displayed key exaniples of the sociological elements required
for the fonnation and persistence of stiglna. Tn each instance, the rightful role
of nledia led it to expose local events that often proved deviant frotn perceived
nationa.l nOrIllS. ,Abnonl1a] actions within the cities tI1US becalne common
knowledge to distant observers. Yet the 111edia often went further by placing
each city within regional stereotypes that confonned to popularly held and
long-established ideals. At tinles, as in the case of Las Vegas, such relations of
place and action resulted in an arnbivalent stigmatization, with favorable characterizations appearing alongside the more numerous condemnations. Such
reporting found a receptive audience in an America challenged with defining
itself and with overcolning perceived shortcoll1ings during the Cold War period.
This ready acceptance provided a strong foundation for the perseverance of the
II
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cities' deviant classifications. The newsprint nledia exploited this foundation
by continuing to call upon historical event-based stereotypes in later instances
that did not warrant such associations.
his practice continues unitnpeded. It revealed itself most recently in a series
of Ne'tu York Times exposes on Las Vegas that appeared from May 30 to June 4/
2004. While focusing on Las Vegas's spectacular growth, these articles sinlultaneously cast the city as virtually uninhabitable by a family-oriented person.
Instead, a post-apocalyptic wasteland emerged-one that fosters only uncontrollable adolescents, gambling, drug addiction, hardened strippers, and shattered
dreanls.H7 As a result of such reporting, both Sin City and BOlnbingham maintain
recognizable locations on the mentallnaps of the national consciousness.
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High Rock High Jinx
Or How th.e Cow Outmaneuvered th.e Plow
DAVID

W.

VALENTINE

Tn 1951, Louis 1:Amour pUblished The Riders of the High Rock, using the pen
nalne Tex Burns.] The High Rock that is the scene of the novel is the spectacular
gorge and tributary canyons carved into the volcanic highlands of northern
Washoe County. [n the story, Hopalong Cassidy saves the life and ranch of his
good friend Red Conners from a gang of rustlers. One need not turn to fiction,
however, to find plenty of historical extralegal activity involving ranchers in
the High Rock country. These activities centered In.ainly on land acquisition,
and resulted in a court battle between a large corporate ranch and a group of
dry-farm homesteaders. The case illustrates the probleJns with state and federal
homesteading laws and associated surveys, and the lengths to which ranchers
were forced to go to procure enough land for their operations. It shows that
Nevada's high country is ill suited for agricultura1 pursuits beyond ranching.
It also demonstrates that SOlne lawlessness involving western lands often had
as much to do with big busjness and the courts as with cattle rustling.

David Valentine is an a.rchaeologist who has worked for the last twenty-one years in
Nevada and other western states for various federal agencies and private consulting finns. He is currently working for the Bureau of L-a nd Managenlcnt's Black Rock
Desert-High Rock Canyon Emigrant Trails National Conservation Area. He holds a
lnaster's degree in anthropology frOln the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. His thesis
topic was the overseas Chinese placer-mining village in Alnerican Canyon, Humboldt
Range, Pershing County. In addition to the history and archaeology of the overseas
Chinese and agriculture in the High Rock, he has done research on ranching, lnining,
airways, and rock art. His current research projects include sulfur mining and S111a]l
lnedicinal tins.
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High Rock Canyon in northern Nevada 111ap prepared by Vince Lincoln,
Winnel11ucca Nevada Dish-ict Office. (Bureau of Land Managclnent)

RANCHING IN TIlE HIGH ROCK

Agricultural usage west of the High Rock country began in 1864 when stockInen frOin the San Joaquin and Sacrmnento valleys in California n10ved into the
area to escape an extended California drought. By 1875, they had estab1ished
farms and ranches from the Truckee Meadows to Goose Lake Valley and £n.11n
the Sn10ke Creek Desert to the Pit River, with Inuch of the High Rock country
grazed by sheep and cattle. 2 The ranchers used the 1862 Homestead Act to
establish their headquarters in the better-watered areas of the region/ such as
Surprise Valley, California. They also tried to procure water sources for ranching by buying lands that the state of Nevada had acquired fro lit the federal
government. Myron Angel's 1881 History of Nevada 3 notes that in High Rock
Canyon, "SaIne land has been taken up/ and a creek runs through it. Along the
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creek, the land has been surveyed." These early ranches were relatively small
and were family or individually owned.
But starting in the early 1870s, large California corporate ranches that were not
above bending the rules to get what they wanted began buying out these smaller
enterprises. The first in High Rock Canyon was the Black Rock Ranch, established
by Eliot Waller Clutcher in partnership with his lmcle, Dr. Hugh D. "Doc" Glenn.
Glenn had first driven cattle into the Sacramento Valley in 1849 from Missouri,
and established a large ranching and wheat-farn1ing concern northwest of
Sacramento in Colusa County. In the early 1870s, realizing that the open-range
conditions of California's central valley were corning to an end, Glenn began
searching for new areas to run cattle. In 1872, he 1110ved several thousand cattle
into the DOlmer und Blitzen River drainage in Oregon, with partner Peter French.
Glenn also partnered with a Inan nal11ed Todhunter, who had large ranching
concerns in Nevada and Oregon. 4
Glenn and his nephew had an agreement: Glelu1 would provide the capital
and Crutcher would operate whatever ranches he could pull together. Crutcher
would receive a "third of the income and increase. liS Crutcher probably scouted
the area around 1871. 6 He liked the region, and acquired property at Piute
Meadows in 1872.7 Crutcher apparently did so by forcing a previous settler off
of the place by using lies and intin1idation.8
Tn the arid lands of the West, a family-owned ranching operation n1ight
require as rnany as four thousand acres of land to be able to operate at a profit. 9 With the need for so 111uch acreage, n1any ranchers, especially corporate
ranchers with sufficient capjtal, often took extraordinary means to build up
their land bases. Crutchel~ with the financial backing of his uncle, was one of
these. He started an aggressive program to acquire additional land by buying
out existing ranches and buying up Nevada state lands through intermediaries- relatives and en1ployees who satisfied the initial requirements for the
purchases and then transferred the properties to Crutcher. This practice was
technically illegal because state law liInited anyone buyer to 320 acres until
1881, 'w hen the acreage was doubled. However, state land-office staff often
helped the ranchers by-pass acreage liInitations. The ranchers also purchased
lands that had water, which in turn enabled them to control huge alTIOunts of
adjoining federallands,lO
Crutcher's abuse of these land laws allowed him to acquire a great deal of land
in High Rock Canyon. Crutcher used his relatives James W., Charles R., James
G., and O. Crutcher, as well as ugh and Alphonso Glelu1, in this land acquisition scheme. Two others who filed on Nevada State Select lands for Crutcher
were W. C. Murdock and Salnuel E. Wilson,'" They may have been elnployees
or partners of Glenn or his nephew, since they listed their places of residence
as Colusa or Sacralnento county, California, the center of Glenn's ranching
and farming empire. I2 Crutcher's Black Rock Ranch eventually ended up with
private holdings totaling 7/568.75 acres in northern Washoe and northwestern
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Htnnboldt counties. The size of his herd was reported to be five thousand head
of cattle, 13 although it could have been much larger! since ranchers commonly
under-reported herd sizes as a way to avoid taxes. 14
In 1883, Doc Glenn was lnurdered by a bookkeeper he had just fired. 15 His
heirs decided that they wanted to sell off the Nevada ranch lands, and struck a
deal with the Miller and Lux ranching empire. The Black Rock Ranch was sold
to Henry Miller and Charles Lux on November 21, 1884, for $30,OOO.J6
Miller and Lux were butchers who became partners in 1857 to buy cattle
for slaughter. Before long! they also were acquiring lands and water rights in
California to raise their own cattle and feed for the herds. The Miller and Lux
firn1 grew to be one of the largest corporate enterprises on the West Coast in
the nineteenth century! and set new standards for water and land acquisition
and use. Their operations greatly industrialized ranching and slaughtering
in the West, and reflect many corporate practices of the tin1e! such as developing a stratified management structure with mid-level managers, making
efforts to reduce enlployee expenses by using low-paid imlnigrant laborers
for seasonal activities, and running ccnnpany stores. The historian David
Igler coined the tenn Industrial Cowboys to refer to the operators of this type
of large corporate ranch. 17 After Lux died, in 1887, Miller wrested control of
the finn frOln Lux's inheritors and continued ranching, acquiring land, and
running slaughterhouses. IS
Following an 1878 outbreak of splenic fever (better known now as anthrax)
that infected large portions of the Miller and Lux herds in California, _Miller
started buying and investing in ranches in Oregon and Nevada. The cooler
c1iJn.ates in these areas lneant that the cattle raised there were less likely to
contract this disease (or other 'w arm-weather diseases). The con1pletion of the
Central Pacific Railroad in 1869 allowed Miller to cheaply ship the Nevada and
Oregon cattle into California. 19
Henry Miller and the Miller and Lux Corporation worked to increase their
holdings in northwestern Nevada by resorting to lnethods similar to Crutcher's,
including using family members and employees to acquire Nevada State Select
lands. 20 They also obtained additional acreage through land exchanges with
the federal governrnent21 and by buying out other ranches. 22 In 1917, the firm
reached its land-holding peak of 23,498.67 acres in Washoe County, with another
57,262.87 acres in adjoining Hum.boldt County. The firm ran thousands of cattle,
sheep, and horses on its Nevada propertiet;, and raised significant an10unts of
hay. The properties that Miller and the Miller and Lux Corporation owned were
all reorga.nized and consolidated under the name Pacific Live Stock COll1pany
between 1905 and 1914.23
Henry Miller died on October 14, 1.916, at the age of eighty-nine. 24 He divested
himself of the firm by deeding it to his daughter shortly before his death so
that his heirs could avoid paying inheritance taxes. The federal government
and the state governn1ents of California and Nevada objected to this ploy and
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sued for inheritance taxes/ with Nevada claiIning a tax bill of around $50/000. 25
The issue dragged on in the courts for years, wi th the falnily eventually paying
S0111e back taxes. 26
Miller's only son died young/ 27 and Miller's grandson who had received
training in ranching, died in an Oregon blizzard in 1909.28 Therefore, after
Miller's death, over-all management of the firm fell to his son-in-law, J. Leroy
N'ickel; his training was as a lawyer, and his initial position was in Miller and
Lux's legal department. He became the firm's vice-president in 1897, and served
as president from 1914 to 1925. 29 Nickel was not a rancher, and his decisions
often were not good for the efficient raising of livestock. The Miller and Lux
firm also felt pressure from large Midwestern meat-packing firms and acquired
some large debts/ while the family fought bitterly over the distribution of the
estate. In addition, a general depression for agricultural goods started around
1921,30 an d shifts in land-use patterns interfered with the California operations. 31
These factors proll1pted Miller and Lux to begin selling off its land holdings
shortly after World War 1. 32 The cornpany started divesting itself of its Nevada
holdings in 1926. 33 Much of the Nevada property sold quickly, with many of the
Washoe ranches under contract shortly after being put on the market, but the
final title transfer often took several years. The firm sold the Washoe County
properties mostly to northeastern California or northern Nevada cattle and
sheep ranches owned by individuals such as Virginia Johnson, L. L. Herren,
Martin Espil, Lena Harkey Scott, and Franklin J. and Harold J. Powers, or to
finns such as the Thousand Creek Livestock Ccnnpany.34 While many of these
families or fin11S continue to operate in northern Nevada, the Miller and Lux
firm finally ceased to exist as an entity in the 1960s. 35
Tn 1915, as the Pacific Live Stock Company was reaching its Inaxitnum acreage in Nevada, dry land-farming homesteaders began lnoving into the area in
significant nlllnbers. S0111e of these hon1esteaders came into direct conflict with
Pacific Live Stock. If the High Rock's earlier history had involved increasingly
COl11111erciai and corporate agriculture, the next part of the story would involve
the time-honored issue of land speculation and the more recent issue of policy
and land disputes between citizens and government.

HOMESTEADING IN THE HIGH ROCK

One of the federal governlnent's lnain goals early in the twentieth century
was to transfer federal lands to private ownership in order to generate income
for the government and provide land and a means of livelihood to citizens. This
desire to dispose of government lands led to a series of homesteading laws that
were not repealed until 1976. One of the first such laws, the Homestead Act
of 1862, allowed a homesteader to claim up to 160 acres of land by living on it
continuously for five years and clearing planting, and irrigating a portion of it
l
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for at least four years. Alternatively, a hOJllesteader could purchase or directly
I'commute" the clahn for $1.25 or $2.50 per acre, dep~nding on the size of the
claitn:)f> Homesteading was intimately linked with the rectangular land-survey
systeln of the United States, developed in the Land Ordinance of 1785 to dispose
of federal lands efficiently and equitably.37 Federal officials sought to increase
the nUlnber of acres procurable and decrease the requiren1ents needed to prove
up a claim. This was an effort to reward lllilitary service, offer citizens 1110re
options during hard econolnic tilnes, and lnake fanning viable in tnarginal
areas by providing additionalland. 38
One of these variations, the Desert Land Act of 1877, allowed settlers to
acquire up to 320 acres of desert with the provision that they "reclaitn" part of
the land through irrigation. 39 Another, the Enlarged HOlllestead Act of 1909,
doubled the amount of land that could be acquired under the original HlHnestead Act to 320 acres, removed the requirement for irrigation, and required
that only 80 acres be cultivated. By removing the irrigation requirelnents,
this law, also known as the Dry Fanning HOlnestead Act, allowed entry onto
lands that would not have previously been open. Congress further 1110dified
the nleasure in 1912 by reducing the residency require111ent fro111 five to three
years, allowing residents to be absent for up to five 1110nths a year, and further
reducing the cultivation requiretnent to 40 acres. 40 In 1916, Congress passed the
Stock-Raising Honlestead Act, which allowed entry on 640 acres of non-lnineral,
non-irrigable, non~thnbered land valuable only for grazing. 41 These changes in
the homesteading laws were partly responsible for a series of dryland-fanning
rushes throughout the arid West during the 1910s and early 1920s.
Although lnany h0l11esteaders honestly wanted to pursue a career in farn1ing, some sought to take advantage of the liberalized hOlnesteading laws for
purposes other than agriculture. Slllne 10w-incOllle hOlllesteaders saw it as a
way to acquire land and hOllles without having to devote a lot of thne to actual
farming. Others detected an opportunity for quick acquisition of cheap land
that could be sold for a profit thus introducing a high level of speculation into
dryland homesteading. 42
Many of the twentieth-century dryland farn1ers n10ved into areas 'w here there
were existing ranches. Little about the friction between dryland hOll1esteaders
and ranchers appears in the available literature, but in Montana, dry land far111ers
who could not afford to fence their fields lost crops to romning cattle. The ranch~
ers benefited froll1 liberal open-range laws that left the far111ers little recourse. 43
A dry farm homesteader's letter also states: "There are several big ranchmen
near here. SOlne are friendly and some went to Fort Benton and tried to get the
lnerchants to pron1ise not to se11 to the (·)ryland fanners as they ca11 then1."44
Nevada was not deaf to the dryland siren song. Most of the studi~s
completed to date have focused on northeastern Nevada,45 but northwestern
Nevada also experienced dryland homesteading after the Enlarged HOlnestead
Act passed. General Land Office plats and survey notes, federal census data,
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federal hOlnestead records, county tax and deed records, state records, period
newspaper articles, and court records provide clues to hOlnesteader activity
in the region. They reveal that the hOlnesteader experience in the High Rock
Canyon country was silllilar to others elsewhere in Nevada and the arid West.
They also suggest that in High Rock Canyon a strong speculative elelnent
brought the hOlllesteaders into cont1ict with existing ranches.

SPECULATION AND CONFLICT IN THE HIGH ROCK

Some homesteaders who moved into High Rock Canyon suspected that the
Pacific Live Stock COlnpany lacked clear title to lands that it c1ai111ed in the
areaY)Several factors relating to the rectangular survey contributed to this notion. Nevada's ren10teness and harsh deserts had nlade it difficult to complete
the needed surveying. Each western state was supposed to receive two sections
fronl each surveyed township for the developl11ent of schools. Il11patient for
school lands, Nevada officials requested that their state receive acreage of its
choosing as soon as possible instead of waiting for completion of the surveys.
Twice, Congress complied, with lands totaling 2,723,647 acres. 47 These lands
are often referred to as State Select lands. Nevada then sold the lands it had
selected to raise 1110ney to support schools. But the state chose the lands in
conjunction with the ranchers that bought them, and selected lands that had
good access to water.4H By 1936, the state retained only 126,587 acres. 49 High
Rock Canyon had its fair share of State Select lands, with 1,200 acres selected
and sold. 50 Eliot Crutcher and his representatives bought this acreage and transferred it to the Pacific Live Stock COlllpany when Miller and Lux purchased
the Black Rock Ranch.
The second contributing factor was a problelll with fraudulent or incoJnplete
surveys. In lllany western states, Congress contracted out the drawing of the
rectangular surveys. Some of the contractors were crooks, drawing up survey plats in bars instead of actually conducting the surveys, or only partially
fulfilling the ternlS of their contracts by just surveying the exterior lines of a
township.51 A contractor nanled Garside surveyed the township enCOlllpassing Inost of High Rock Canyon in 1873. He incorrectly mapped or cOlnpletely
Inissed Inany prolninent features (such as Yellow Rock Canyon), his notes
are skimpy and repetitive/ and he reportedly constructed corner monuments
that cannot be relocated. The descriptions of the lands that Nevada selected
and sold were based on this potentially fraudulent or inco111plete survey. The
survey did, however, resu.1t in a legal plat of the township that was the basis
for the state land sales. 52
Tn late 191.5, during northern Washoe County's dryland hon1estead rush,
Jean Bernard (in August), Maggie and Fred Messner (in Septenlber), and
George Wimer (in October) filed homestead applications within High Rock
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and Pole canyons and began to prove up their claiIns. A fourth homesteader/
Lena Wilcox, filed in June 1917, but relinquished her claim in DeceJnber 1918.
Six other hOlnesteaders were lnore lax about the paperwork requirelnents and
left no readily traceable paper trail. These homesteaders built fences, .hon1cs,
and outbuildings; cleared fields or harvested the nahtral hay growing in the
canyon bottoms; and brought in their own livestock. S)
The lands these settlers chose were the Pacific Live Stock Company lands
they believed to be lacking clear title. Why they took the risk is open to several
interpretations. The first is that the lands in question were the best in the areal
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with permanent water and deep, fertile alluvial soils, and the settlers may have
thought that it was worth taking a chance to acquire them. Another possibility
is that the homesteaders hoped that Pacific Livestock would buy them out in
order to make them go away. Perhaps these particular settlers were owners,
employees, or representatIves of a rival cattle firnl trying to horn in on the
Miller and Lux operation.
In December 1916, the Pacific Live Stock Company struck back at the homesteaders by filing a complaint in the United States District Court for the District
of Nevada. The complaint named Fred G. and Maggie Messner/ George W.
WYlner [sic], Del Smith, and homas Fox54 as defendants, along with five other
defendants with fictitious nanles: John Doe Bernard, John Doe (later identified
as John Conlin), Richard Roe (later identified as M. J. Messner), Mary White,
and Jane Black. The presiding judge was Edward Farrington; he was a veteran
of twenty years of private law practice in Elko, in the heart of northeastern
Nevada's cattle country, when Theodore Roosevelt appointed him to Nevada's
United States District Court in 1907:')'J
Pacific Live Stock's cOlnplaint argued that it owned certain parcels in the
areal and had the rights to graze and water its livestock and harvest hay fron;
those parcels. In addition, the cOlnpany claimed the right to move its cattle
unhindered through the canyons to adjoining properties and public grazing
lands. The defendants, "without right and with force and ann.s," harmed the
plaintiff by denying the finn access to their land and water, by blocking its access
through the canyons, and by using up its grass and wild hay. The cOlnplaint
claim.ed that Pacific Live Stock had suffered $5,000 in damages, and requested
a writ directed to the defendants to cease all activities, renlove all drift fences
and other obstructions, and pay the plaintiff damages. 56 The defendants were
subpoenaed the followjng January. The court appointed George Bodin and later
Charles Cronin, both Pacific Live Stock COlnpany foremen who were stationed
in the areal to serve the subpoenas, which was done by January 19, 1917.57
F. G. Messner and Del Smith hired F. J. Hallock as their attorney. Hallock filed
a Motion to Disnliss on January 29, 1917, stating that the only due process the
defendants had received was a Subpoena in Equity, which provided too little information about the charges for theln to lllount a defense. Hallock quickly followed
this motion on February 9 with a Motion for Additional Time to Answer."58 Cronin
delivered another round of subpoenas in March. The only response froln any of
the defendants was from George Wimer, who ll1ailed in a notarized letter without
legal representation, claitning that he had in no way interfered with the plaintiff's
ranching operations. He also said that the only fences he had constructed were
lawful fences specified on his lawful Homestead Application. 59
Edward Treadwell, attonley for the Pacific Live Stock Company, filed a motion
to enter judglnent against the defendants. The court filed a decree on October
6/ 1917, stating that Wilner's response was no defense against the action, and
that the lands under question belonged to the plaintiff. It also noted that Del
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Smith had sold his interests in his homestead to Frank Conlin, who was aware
of the ongoing dispute with Pacific Live Stock and who becanle a party to the
proceedings by purchasing Slnith's interests. Furthennore, the court ordered
the defendants to remove all fences and obstructions and otherwise not interfere
with Pacific Live Stock Company's operations. 6lJ
The defendants ignored the court's decree; consequently, on June 17, 1918,
the Pacific Live Stock COlupany filed an Affidavit and Order to Show Cause
stating tl1at the defendants were still at their honl,e steads with their fences
in place, still interfering with the Pacific Live Stock Company's operations.
The court once again authorized Cronin to deliver subpoenas, which he did
between June 22 and 24.61 After a hearing on July 5, 1918, the court found the
evidence insufficient for deternlining the exact locations of the hCHllesteaders'
prelnises and fences, and was thus unable to rule on their legality. The court
then ordered a survey. Three surveyors were selected: Seymour Case by the
court, T. K. Stewart by Pacific Live Stock, and D. H. Updike by the defendants.
The court ordered copies of homestead entries and the plats and notes from
the original survey to support the new one. 62
The surveyors headed for the field by car on August 3, 1918, spending a night
in Gerlach and beginning their survey work on August 5. Unfortunately, Case
became ill with stomach trouble. He was hauled back to Gerlach and shipped
to Reno by train for treatment. The surveyors filed a report with the court stating that Case's illness limited their Held work, but they were able to detern1.ine
that the original survey was "very carelessly done./I They recolnmended a
complete resurvey of the township to detern1.ine the definite locations of the
lands in question. 63 In November of 1921, En1.il Voigt, a United States cadastral engineer (a federal employee specializing in cOlnpleting the rectangular
survey), completed the resurveys, including tTIctes-and-bounds surveys of
the honlesteaders' p'lotS. 64 (A Inetes-and-bounds survey is one that is used to
describe an irregu lar plot of land that does not confonn to a legal subdivision
of a township. The plot is tied to a. regular township corner and is described
by bearings and distances between the corners.)65
The legal wrangling continued through 1919, and it becmne clear that the defendants' decision to homestead where they did, and their defense against Pacific
Live Stock, was based on a resurvey of the adjoining southern township that was
also initiated because of an incolnplete or inaccurate prior survey. This resurvey,.
completed by Walter HoffnlaI1 in fall 1914, included the southern boundary of
Township 40 North, Range 23 East, which was the township where the homesteaders settled. 66 Hoffman found a basalt stone n1.arked with six notches on its south
and east edges that he presumed was the common corner of Townships 39 and
40 North, Ranges 23 and 24 East. Hoffn1an destroyed this stone and replaced it
with a brass cap 1110unted on an iron post. When HoffIl1an's attenlpt to find ad ditionallnarkers associated wjth the southern boundary of Township 40 North,
Ra.nge 23 East proved largely unfruitful, he resurveyed the entire line. 67
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Hofflnan/ s resurvey n1ade it appear that the original 1873 survey was 1.25
miles too far west and 2,198 feet too far north. This meant that the legal descriptions that the hOlnesteaders entered would differ from the legal descriptions of the State Select lands owned by the Pacific Live Stock Company. The
homesteaders clailned that this difference in the legal descriptions made their
homestead entries valid. 68 The survey notes from Garside/s original 1873 survey, however, indicate that the common corner was a granite// stone marked
with six notches on the north/ east, south, and west sides,6Y not just the south
and east edges as described by Hoffnlan. Hoffman lnight have had the wrong
corner, adding weight to the necessity for Voigt's resurvey.
In addition/ Judge Farrington disagreed with the hornesteaders' defense. He
cOlnpleted an opinion in May of 1919 in which he stated that, in the absence
of any identifiable fraud/ the 1873 survey and 1874 plat were valid for passing
the title of the State Select lands to Nevada, 111eaning that the Pacific Live Stock
Company/s possession of the land was valid . H.e continued:
II

The true lines and corners of a government subdivision of land are
where the United States surveyors in fact located them, whether the
location was right or wrong. The question is not where a corner should
have been located/ but where it was actually placed, and when that
point is found and identified/ it is controlling/ and cannot be altered or
corrected by the court. 70
The opinion went on to say that any retracements or resurveys should not
impair the '/bona fide rights of any clailnant/ entrYlnan, or owner of lands,"
and should be used only to lnark boundaries of undisposed-of public lands.
Thus, the Hoffn1an llionUUlent was moot, as was the hOlnesteaders' defense.
Judge Farrington once again ordered the hOlnesteaders to remove their fences
and other obstructions, not to interfere with the Pacific Live Stock Company's
operations, and to pay fines ranging from $125 to $250.71
Because they continued to ignore the court, the hOlnesteaders soon faced
arrest warrants. The court sent Deputy F. G. Sawyer to arrest Conlin/ Fox/
and Winler in March 1920. A severe storm thwarted Sawyer's attempt/ and he
doubted that the road into High Rock Canyon would be open before late Mayor
early June.72 But when the road opened by early May/ Deputy George L. Lammon apprehended Conlin and Fox but was unable to find Wimer. Defendants
Wilner, Conlin, and Fred and Maggie Messner paid fines totaling $500/ which
were distributed to the Pacific Live Stock Company.7J The hOlnesteaders finally
cOlnplied with parts of the court's order and vacated their homesteads?4
Tn the Jneantilne, the government surveyors cOlnpleted the resurvey of the
township's interior lines. On Novenlber 3, 1921, the Pacific Live Stock COlllpany
surveyor/ T. K. Stewart, nlet with Voigt's survey team in High Rock Canyon. He
pointed out the approximate locations of the cOlnpany's holdings, which closely
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corresponded to retracements that Voigt had conlpleted. Thus, Stewart waived
a metes-and-bounds survey of the State Select parcels, but the crew completed
a metes-and-bounds survey of several hOTIlestead filings and found portions
of several parcels- labeled 51, 52, and 53-·open for entry. The homesteaders
with the potential for acquiring land were Jean Bernard, Maggie Messner, and
George W. Wimer.7s
Most of the 160-acre Wilner homestead was brought to patent. ·Wimer apparently was a patient man, willing to deal with the bureaucratic nonsense and
paperwork required for a hornestead patent, and with the extra complications
brought about by the legal battle. One example of his commitJnent is that, in
J920, he filed a Notice of Beginning of Absence from Honlestead Entry when
finally c0111plying with Judge Farrington's orders. 76
The field work for a resurvey of the interior lines of the township was finished
in 1919, and in 1920, Wimer tried to anl.end his homestead entry to reflect what
he thought the resurvey would indicate. Although the resurvey had been filed
with the General Land Office, it was not yet accepted, and no new plat had been
drawn up, resulting in the rejection of his amendment. 77
TIle survey, which included the 111etes-and-bolUlds surveys of the homesteads,
was accepted and a new plat was drawn up in 1923. Wilner's h0111estead was now
described as Tracts 53 A, B, C, and D. There were conflicts in Tract 53 A (2.2 acres)
and Tract 53 B (37.S acres) with Pacific Live Stock CODlpany land. The General
Land Office notified Wimer that he had thirty days to prove why his entry should
not be canceled and to file an amendnlent?H Wimer started to file the paperwork to
prove that his nlistake was based on the earlier surveYt but he died before he could
complete it. Lizzie Wimel~ his widow, pressed on and on December 3, 1925 received
a patent for 157.41 acres in Tract 53 C and Lot 3, Sec. 20 and Tract 53 D and Lot 2,
Sec. 21, Township 40 North, Range 23 East,79 although she did not pay county taxes
on the land lUlti11927. HI) Lizzie Wimer held on to the property for a few years, then
sold it to Frank]jn J. and Harold J. Powers on Decenlber 4, 1929.81
Maggie Messner's homestead proved to be lllOStly in conflict with previous State
Select lands, with only 2.06 acres available for entry. Apparently this was too little
acreage to justify continuing with the process, and she pursued the matter no further. Her hOlnestead application was canceled on March 13, 1925.82 Jean Bernard's
hOlnestead also proved to be in conflict, with just 37.98 acres open. Although the
nUlnber of acres available to hi111 was greater than those open to Messner, he dropped
the l1latter and the application was canceled on May 20, 1929. H3
Even before the dust fn)ln the court case settled, it was apparent to rnany
that farnling was not a. viable occupation in the High Rock country. Those who
had started out as dryland fanners either began to shift their focus to cattle and
sheep ranching or left the area.
Local ranchers were also using the hon1estead laws to acquire land to broaden
their holdings. John Z. Van Riper and his brother Leslie Elmer Van Riper were
two ranchers who did acquire acreage in the High Rock area. John Z. Van
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Riper acquired 160 acres in sections 5 and 8 on April 23, 1929/ in Pole Canyon,
a tributary of High Rock Canyon, using the hon1cstead laws. H4 Using a Desert
Land entry, Leslie Van Riper acquired 80 acres adjacent to his brother.85 He also
acquired 591.3 acres outside of High Rock Canyon. A third ranching Van Riper
brother, Edwin E., acquired patent on 320 acres east of High Rock in 1923. R6
Leslie Elmer Van Riper had filed for 80 acres in Hanging Rock Creek (also
known as the East Fork of High Rock Canyon/ but now designated as Pole
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Canyon) in May of 1920. His application site was visited in July 1921 by a
General Land Office special agent, Ord Lantz, who reported about 40 acres of
land irrigated and producing a good hay crop.87
Since it was a Desert Land Entry, Leslie Van Riper had to file proof of irrigation. He subnlitted a copy of an Application for Permit to Appropriate the
Public Waters of the State of Nevada, which indicated that he would build a
series of dams and ditches to irrigate 60 acres with the flood waters of Hanging
Rock Creek. This conflicted with the information in his final proof in May 1926.
There, he clairned that he had cleared and leveled 16 acres, which supported
a rnix of talne and wild grasses fron1 which he harvested twenty tons of hay
for three years. The year before filing the proof, he reported that the land had
been used only for pasture. The patent was issued, after final paYlllent of $80,
on October 12, 1926.88 Leslie eventually relocated to Elko, and sold his 80 acres
and all associated water rights and ditches to Franklin J. and Harold J. Powers
on June 19, 1928. 89
John Z. Van Riper's case is a strange one. Apparently, he filed for a 160-acre
homestead in sections 5 and 8 in the East Fork of High Rock Canyon (Pole
Canyon) in 1920. This filing was rejected because of the court-ordered resurvey. He re-filed a homestead entry in August 1923. The General Land Office
recollln1ended against accepting this application, since it was known that Van
Riper had been comlnitted to a hospital in May because of insanity, and was
not competent to rnake the h0111estead entry.90
On September 8, 1928, John's brother Edwin sent a letter to the land office.
In this letter he reported that he was John's guardian, that John had lost the
hOlnestead papers, and that he wished to nlake final proof on the homestead
for John . The land office replied to Edwin, stating that it needed certified copies
of John's judglnent of insanity, of the order appointing Edwin as guardian, and
of a certificate froln the county clerk attesting that John had not been restored
to competency.91
When Edwin submitted the paperwork, his brother's sad story becanle
clearer. John 'w as twenty-five years old when he was comnlitted, in early 1923.
He sn10ked and had been drinking Iljackass brandy" excessively for two years
prior to his conl1nitment. He suffered from the delusions that spirits were
putting dope in his cigarettes and that his name was appearing in all the newspapers. hese delusions made him excitable, causing concern that he could
injure hiInself, especially since he hinted at suicide Ilat times when the spirits
feed hinl dope."Y2
The land office allowed Edwin to proceed with patenting the homestead. He
filed the final proof, showing that in 1921 John had harvested thirty-five tons
of wild hay from 15 acres of land. In 1922, he harvested ten tons of hay and
used some land as pasture. In 1923, the year that John was committed, all the
acreage was used for pasture. The listed iInprovelnents include a house, other
buildings, fences, a dam, and ditches,93
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Modern photograph of the Van Riper place by the author. (David W. Valentine)

The General Land Office issued the patent for the hOlnestead in 1929. 94 The
land relTIained in Van Riper's nalne for many years. A diligent search of the
deed file index through 1975 in the Washoe County Recorder's Office failed
to find the exact date that another party bought the land. The last Van Riper
transaction found ·w as in 1946, when Edwin and his wife sold their holdings
to Mr. and Mrs. Davis and Mr. and Mrs. McKnight. 95

CONCLUSION

Although it 111ay be less entertaining than Louis L' AnlOl.U'S tale of cattle
rustling the story of High Rock ranching illustrates SOlne of the problelns with
the surveying and disposal of public lands and the unsuitability of Nevada's
high desert for agricultural pursuits beyond ranching. The survey of the public
lands in Nevada proceeded at a slow rate and the contract system further reduced its accuracy and completeness. The slow pace of the survey influenced
the creation of Nevada/s State Select systelTI, which was corruptly adlTIinistered
l

l
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and favored land acquisition by large corporate ranching concerns such as Eliot
Crutcher's Black Rock Ranch. After buying the Black Rock Ranch, the Pacific Live
Stock COlnpany continued with these practices for its own further growth.
The inadequacy of the acreage offered also affected the State Select process.
The state's offerings were patterned after the federal land laws, which were created before the United States expanded into the arid West. A suitable acreage in
the well-watered East is simply not adequate for Nevada's deserts, which forced
Jnany to abuse the system in order to acquire sufficient acreage for survival.
The original 1873 surveys of the townships in and adjacent to High Rock
Canyon were incomplete. Forty years latel~ when the adjoining township on
the south was re-surveyed, the incon1pleteness of the earlier work resulted in a
n1isidentification of a corner, which caused the laying out of a township boundary to be in the wrong location. Cagey hon1csteaders then attempted to use this
surveying error to their advantage when they settled on well-watered bottom
lands that already belonged to SOlneone else. The resulting legal battle raged
for four years, and was responsible for strengthening legal decisions pertaining
to the rectangular survey and the disposal of federal lands, as well as for the
ultin1ate failure of In.ost of the High Rock Canyon hOll1estead attelnpts, and for
severa I resurveys of the township and interior parcels.
The experience in the High Rock Canyon also illustrates how difficult it is
to pursue any kind of agriculture beyond ranching in Nevada's high country.
Nevada's aridity, short growing season, and cyclic rodent and insect popUlations
simply do not allow for raising non-irrigated crops; the hcnnesteaders who were
sLlccessful in High Rock were those who engaged in ranching.
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Notes & Documents
Remembering Robert Cole Caples
Russ LINDSAY

Shortly after Robert Cole Caples died in 1979, the Reno Gazette-Journal published an article titled "Anilnal Letters" that told how the artist had cotne to
correspond with Reno resident Norinne Buck and her three grandchildren. 1
As the story goes, it all began when Norinne and her husband, Kenneth, were
robbed, in 1965. Among the m.issing itenlS was a photograph of a work by
Caples called IIHands at the Bar.,,2 SOlne years later, a friend wrote to Caples
about the Bucks' loss, and the artist responded by sending a replacement print.
This gesture was followed by some hundred letters frorn Caples to the Buck's
grandchildren, written as though they were drafted by various animals from
the artist's ilnagination.
Robert Caples exchanged letters with Norhu1e Buck in 1977 as he struggled to
cope with his greatest disappointment. After a series of rejections from publishers, CapIes realized he would not see a second publication of his book The Potter
and !-lis Children. 3 Influences for the book date back to the 1930s, when Caples
spent a significant anlount of time drawing his now famous charcoal portraits
of Indians. Thus, it ShOll ld be no surprise that the story told in the Potter book,
with its many fanciful talking anitnals, has strong parallels with Indian creation
stories. Though the book was eventually published in 1971, Caples worked
in vain to convince several large publishing houses to run a second printing.

Russ Lindsay is a volunteer at the Nevada MuseUln of Art. He became an intern at the
11luseum while completing a Craduate Certificate in Art Gallery and MuseUln Studies from California State University, East Bay. In 2006, he successfully nominated the
Dayton, Nevada hOlne and studio of Robert Caples to the Nevada State Register of
Historic Places. He recently co-curated the traveling exhibit Robert Cole Caples: Rooted
in Nevada.
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The story and the characters were deeply personal to the artist, possibly nlore
ill1portant than the eloquent and beautifully rendered drawings interspersed
throughout the book.4 While several publishers deemed the story Ifunsalable"
and Iflabored,"s they u.niversally praised the quality and appeal of the drawings.
Yet Caples doggedly refused to abandon the story- · that is, until he received a
detailed critique in a letter from the Scott Meredith Literary Agency in 1978. 6
The letter methodically explained the numerous shortcolnings of the story as
seen by the experienced eye of Meredith, a colorful and outspoken writer and
editor. Meredith's case proved too lnuch to bear and Caples finally accepted
the fate of Potter and the animals.
Enter Norinne Buck and her grandchildren- Brien, Erin, and Jennifer. Here,
Caples the author found a receptive and appreciative audience for his lnakebelieve world of aninlal characters. This undoubtedly provided hhn with a great
degree of satisfaction and solace, especially given his extreme disappointment
with the outcolne of the Potter book. The letters froni Sutro the groundhog,
the Rabbits, and other characters Caples inven.ted for the Buck fall1ily had no
need for a publisher's approval. They spoke through the letters with a natural
and believable quality that clearly appealed to the children.
No one who knew Robert Caples would ever doubt his extraordinary capacity
for ill1agination and ll1ake-believe. He was a romantic thinker, clearly Inoved
by things that evoked adventure and heroic ideals. This aspect of Caples's
character is evident in a story he told to NoriIule Buck about an eag1c feather
war bonnee that he drew iI'I the 1930s:
I remember that I was enonnously pleased that Pete Winnemucca
would let Ine have the lnagnificent object for an entire week so that I
might make SOlne sketches of it. And, as you can well imagine, I would
put it on reverently now and again and go bouncing around in my Reno
studio, just to make the feathers toss and fall-it was like having a great
bird on one's head. I never enjoyed a drawing 11l.0re. 8
In his studio, Caples surrounded hiniseIf with inspirational notes, newspaper
and lllagazine clippings, and other itenlS having speciallneaning. An undated
article by Neil Millar titled Fancy is a Fact,,9 must have been particularly significant since Caples kept nUll1erous copies on hand. Millar makes a case for
ilnagination, stating:
If

My own slender understanding of [imagination] derives froni certain powerful sin1plicities which children know and which adults are
supposed to forget. These are the bedrock of our civilization. The first
simplicity is that iInagination is a fact; the second is that things made
of ill1agination must be taken even Inore seriously than things made of
concrete, cash, or carbohydrates.] 0
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Robert Caples, Hands at the Bar, black and white photograph of the original drawing,
not dated, 13 7/16" x 10 3 /8". (Collection of the Nevada Mu.seu.m of Art, Bequ.est- of
Rose-mary Riley Caples)
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Robert Caples COIUlected with the Buck children- and nlany others over the
course of his lifetiIne- because of a shared appreciation for imagination. The
serendipitous event that sparked the long-running correspondence with Brien,
Erin, and Jennifer-the Bucks' loss of the photographic print of UHands at the
Bar"- was an unforeseen path to the audience that Caples dearly desired to
touch with the Potter book.
During an exchange of letters with Norinne about the lost print, Caples
reflected on his experience in Nevada and revealed the most powerful source
of his creativity. While discussing the original title for the work IIHands at the
Bal~lIll he was curiously prolllpted to a momentary digression on the proper
place to divide the word connection. Somehow, this odd chain of thoughts
proJnpted Caples to recall the deep sense of loss and sornHV he fel t after 1eaving
Nevada in the late 1950s: now remember that l originally c0111forted tnyself
by cal1ing (to myself alone) our present address' dePreston, disConnecticut."t12
Using a play on words, as one would expect of a man known for his wit and
hun1or, Caples alluded to the state of depression'/ and the sense of disconnect"
that he felt after leaving the source of awe and inspiration he had known for
thirty-five years. In closing the letter to Mrs. Buck, Caples left no doubt about
his intense feelings for Nevada and the landscape that spurred his iInagination for so many years: u . • • I so love Nevada that ten thousand C01Ulecticuts
couldn't budge its well-remembered mountains from n1.y spirit- a weightless
but in1perishable Inemory.,,1 3
Neil Millar and Robert Caples shared a common belief about the power of
in1agination. Thus from Millar we can begin to understand how Caples was
able to capture the intangible qualities of Nevada/ s nl0untainous landscape
and dralnatic atmosphere on canvas and board: "If we decline to lift our vi~
sion to the airy pinnacles of the imaginary, we shut out the lllost practical of
all human talents: the power to see the invisible, feel the inlpalpable, hear
the silence." 14
In January 2007, the Nevada State Historic Preservation Office announced
that I'Lizard Hall," the Dayton residence of Robert Cole Caples, had been listed
in the Nevada State Register of Historic Places.1.S Keni McKenzi, Norinne
Buck's daughtel~ responded to an article about Lizard Hall in the Reno Naos
and RevieuJ,16 sharing the story of the letters and drawings that her faJllily had
cherished for the past thirty years.ol7 Aside £r01n the beautiful quality of these
materials, they offer a unique gli111pse into the life and character of a man properly remembered as the 1110st inlportant painter in the history of Nevada.
Keni McKenzi recently lent the Buck family's letters from Robert Caples
to the Special Collections Library of the University of Nevada, Reno, where they
wHI be copied and cataloged as part of the university archives. As a tribute to
Caples, the Nevada Museum of Art is currently preparing a touring exhibition
of works by the artist from the museun1's penllanent collection. The exhibition
is tentatively scheduled to begin touring in the fall of 2007.
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New Acquisitions at the Nevada Historical Society
NEVADA HISTORICAL SOCIETY STA:fF

LIBRARY

The relatives of Roy Frisch have nlade two donations
to the Nevada Historical Society. Roy Frisch's disappearance is still one of Reno's great lUlsolved mysteries. He
vanished in the era of gangsters, submachine guns, and
organized clime. The case received national exposure
because it was associated with the names of Baby Face
Nelson, J. Edgar Hoover, and George Wingfield, the
Nevada power broker.
At the tune of his disappeanll1Ce, Frisch was a forty6ve-year-old bank cashier at the Riverside Bank owned
by George WUlgfield. He was scheduled to be a govenllnent witness against Williarn J. Graham arld Jarnes C.
McKay on federal charges of mail fraud and conspiracy.
Frisch lived at 247 Court Street in a house that he shared
with his mother and two sisters. On the night he went
trussing, he left the house at 7:45 PM. to walk to the
Majestic Theater to see the 1110vie Gallant Lady. After the
fihn, a friend saw hin1 on the conier of Sierra and Court
streets. Frisch never made it hOlne and was never seen
again, dead or alive.
After an of these years the question still reniains:
What happened to Roy Frisch on the night of Mard1
22, 1934? Theresa Frisch of Reno donated photocopies
of newspapers, n1agazine articles, and correspondence
aoyftfl·ca
concen1ing Roy's disappearance. Tn addition, Marilyn
Fuetsch of Reno has donated newspaper articles fron1 around the country relati11g
to Roy Frisch, Bill Graharn, and Jin1 McKay. With these additions to our col1ection
you can read up on this excitiIlg lnurder lnystery ... .
Michael Maher
Librarian
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NEW ACQUISITIONS

MANUSCRIPTS

Among the n1anuscript collections recently added to our research library
are records frOlTI a number of mining concerns. We have received significant
correspondence and operational and financial records of the Cole-Kirchen
Syndicate, a Tonopah-based company that controlled severallTIines and leased
property to the Manhattan Gold Dredging COll1pany near Manhattan, Nevada,
during World War Tl. Also, we have added to our collections a volume of
correspondence froin the Christy Mill and Mining Company which operated
at Mineral Hill, Nevada, in the early 1880s, and have received fron1 William
Metscher a group of records fron1 early twentieth century mining cOlnpanies at
Manhattan and Tonopah, ainong then1 the White Caps Mining COlnpany, the
Manhattan War Eagle Mining and Milling Company, and the Grilnes Divide
Mining Con1pany.

Sarah Harrison Brown, Reno's first policewonlan.
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In the area of organizational materials, we have acquired the records
of the Brookside Won1en's Golf Club,
which was located at the Brookside
municipal golf course in Reno from
1987 until its closure in 2006, and we
received records frOlh the Dale O.
Smith Chapter of the Nevada State
Air Force Association. Active in Reno
fr(nn 1972 until 2004, this chapter was
nalned after U. S. Air Force Major
General Dale Orville Smith, who was
a Reno native.
Newly added collections of personal papers include those of Hattie
Mae Kilpatrick (1903-1983), who
taught business classes at Reno High
School for three decades beginning in
the early 1930s; Sarah Margaret Harrison Brown (later Selin), who was with
the Reno Police Department for many
years and, in the 1940s, was the first
won1an to serve as a regular officer
on that force; and the oral historian
Sylvia Arden. The Arden papers
consist of files of correspondence and
notes compiled by her in the early
1990s when she was director of-and
interviewer for-the Lander County
Oral History Project.
Eric N. Moody

Curator of Manuscripts

Lt. Sarah Brown in Reno's official

policewOll1en's unifonn. Photographer
unknown.
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PT TOTOGRA PHY

The Nevada Historical Society recently received one of the IllOSt ll11portant
donations in its long history. E. F. (" AI") MuelIel~ longti111e resident and businessnlan of Las Vegas, donated his extensive collection of N-evada postcards.
The collection cOlnprises 1110re than three thousand early postcards docunlcnting
the history of the entire state. Most of the cards are those termed "real photo
postcards," or actual photographs printed in the darkrOO]l1 on special postcard
paper. The lllore con1mon and generally less expensive picture postcards are
actually ink reproductions of an original photograph. Besides being the rarest
and Inost collectable type, real photo postcards provide the clearest historical
inforn1ation and reproduce well in books and other publications.
Although Mr. Mueller, now seventy-seven, modestly claims to have fIled a
sOlnewhat dull life/' he was part of SOtl1e of the most interesting tiines and events
in Nevada history. One of Mr. Mueller's first jobs was as a floor 111anager at the
Desert Inn/ back when casinos on the Las Vegas Strip were 1110b controlled. Mr.
Mueller worked for such fanlOUS or infamous individuals as Wilber Clark and
Moe Dalitz. In AI's view, these n1cn were at the time the only people with the
knowledge and skills necessary to revitalize Las Vegas. Mr. Muel1er suggests
that Dalitz deserves a statue on the Strip for all he did Ilin getting this town

Bov~=trd

Grocery Store! May 1908. Photograph by McClelland. (Mueller Collection)
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Remick's Garage, Beatty, Nevada c. 1927. Photograph by "Northeast" Johnson.
(Mueller Collection)

going." Mr. Mueller served as floor manager at the Desert Inn. In his varied
career, Mr. Mueller also held a job at the Atomic Test Site and served as a Clark
County sheriff's deputy for two years.
Born in New Jersey and trained as a stone mason in Vennont, Mr. Mueller never
expected to leave the Green Mountain state for the parched deserts of Nevada.
One of AI's first contributions to history was in helping to build the well-known
Field House on the lushly beautiful Middlebury College campus. However, while
visiting his parents, who had moved to Las Vegas for two years, Al fell in love
with Nevada, one of Anlerica's driest and least-green states.
In his business travels, like luany neWCOlners, Mr. Mueller discovered that
Nevada's history began long before the birth of the Las Vegas Strip. As part of the
process of learning Nevada's history, he began collecting old photographs of the
towns and sites he visited. Among his finds, he recalls, were stereo and cabinet
cards of Eureka and Austin in the 1870s and 1880s. Al says that besides reading
about the places he went, he decided that "photographs were the way to go" for
SOlneone who wants to really get a feeling for Nevada's past. Most publishers
now agree with Mr. Muel1er, and photographs from his collection undoubtedly
will be widely used in today's heavily illustrated history publications.
After collecting the nineteenth-century mounted photographs, or "hardbacks,"
as they are called by collectors, Mr. Mueller began to seek out the postcards that
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Poker game,

Blail~

Nevada, c. 1905. Photographer unknown. (Mueller Collection)

Auto stage in front of the Overland HoteL Carlin, Nevada, c. 1908.
Photographer unknown. (Mu.eller Collection)
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document N ev ada's major early nineteenth~century mining ccunps. These include
Tonopah, Goldfield, Rochester, Rhyolite, Rawhide, Seven Troughs, and a host of
lesser calnps that spread out across the state during America's last great silverand-gold rush. By now an avid postcard collector, Mr. Mueller sought out the
equally rare postcards of Nevada/s railroading and ranching cOlnmunities, as well
as those showing the early days of its still-growing metropolitan centers.
Most of the cards in Al Mueller's collection are so uncommon that they do not
duplicate the Society's already extensive postcard collection. For historians and
publishers, the Mueller collection win be a treasure trove of rare and previously
unknown images providing new insights and windows on the past. Longtime
associate of the Nevada Historical Society, Dave Stafford helped to arrange for
this important donation.
A few examples to give a slnall sense of the breadth of the collection follow.
One card which seems to depict dance-hall girls and possibly sometime sex
workers, is titled "Sadie's Girls. It was taken in Mina, around 1907. An extrelnely rare postcard shows the first grocery store or grocery tent in the small
mining calnp of Bovard, near Hawthorne. It was taken on the third day of the
camp's existence, in May 1908. Another unusual card shows the McKeen motor
car, a self-propelled railroad car, which is currently being restored at the Carson
l

l

11

Eureka, Nevada Decoration Day, c. 1908. Photographer unknown.
(Mueller Collection)
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City Railroad MuseUIn. A card froln Eureka shows a procession of dressed-up
school children and their teachers in a Decoration Day parade around 1908. By
1907, nearly every town had a COInInercial photographer who 11lade postcards
for sale to tourists. One great 1908 card of this type from Carlin shows a sn1al1
boy pretending to drive the large open touring car that probably served as the
auto-stage for the Overland Hotel. Moving forward in time, the falned postcard
photographer, Northeast" Jolmson captured the iInportant role of local autOlnobile garages during the 1920s, with his portrait of Remick's garage and "tourist
headquarters" in Beatty. Photographers sometimes reprinted earlier images in
the popular postcard fornlat. A tnost uncomnl0n 1905 inlagc of this kind shows
Ininers at Blair posed in a tent with their favorite games, including two poker
players at a table with a pistol and cards. Despite their ubiquity in the western
film genre, early-day poker players were seldOln depicted on postcards. Faro,
which is generally unknown today, was a Inuch lnOre COlunlon subject.
On behalf of the Society and anticipated generations of researchers, we 'w ish
to express appreciation to Al Mueller for this relnarkable donation. Not to leave
anyone outl the next installment in the new-acquisition series will feature a salllple
of the smallel~ but also historically valuable, photography donations that c(nne
in to the Society on a near daily basis.
II

Lee Brumbaugh

Curator of Photography

McKeen motor Cat~ V & T Railroad, c. 1910. Photographer unknown.
(Mueller Collection)
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In Memoriam
MARJORIE LEE MORTENSEN

1934-2007

Lee Mortensen was the Nevada Historical Society's respected and beloved research
librarian frorn 1973 to 2000. Photographer unknown. (Nevada Historical Society)
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Among the individuals who came to the Nevada Historical Society in
the 1970s to fOrIn its first professional staff, none had more lasting impact
on the institution than Marjorie Lee Mortensen. Lee, as she preferred to
be called, was the society's librarian for almost three decades, becoming so
intimately identified with our research function, among both members of
the public and Nevada/s library community, that her name and that of our
library were nearly synonY1TIOus. The research library, as it exists today, is a
testament to her abilities, foresight, and 111any years of selfless dedication.
Lee's journey to the Nevada Historical Society, with which so lnuch of
her life was associated, began in Reno on November 4, 1934, when she was
born at St. Mary's Hospital. The daughter of Hjalmar and Marjorie Ohman
Mortensen (he was a Danish iInnligrant; she was of Danish descent), Lee
spent her childhood in a number of Nevada and Utah comn1unities where
her father was a sa]eslnan and manager for the Standard Oil COlnpany of
California. Just after World War II, the fan1ily n10ved to Reno where Lee
attended Reno High School and then went on to the University of Nevada.
After graduating in 1956 with a degree in home ecoJ1()}nics, she taught school
and was a school librarian in Lovelock from 1956 to 1959. Tn 1959, she enrolled in the University of Denver library school, graduating with an MLS
degree the following year. For the next decade, 1960-1970, she was a field
consultant with the WyolTIing State Library,. traveling extensively throughout
the state (in her 4-wheel-drive Jeep Wagoneer she called uOlaf," acc()}npanied by her pet skunk, Sparkle) and beconling active in the Mountain Plains
Library Association.
Returning to Rcno in 1970 to care for her aging parentD, Lee engaged in
consultant work for the Ncvada and Wyoming state libraries. In 1972, in
what proved to be a Jl10111cntOtlS professional step, she began doing volunteer work for the Nevada Historical Society's research library. The following
year she was hired as the society's .first ful1-ti111e professional librarian, a position she would hold for twenty-seven years. During this time she provided
unparalleled assistance to a countless number of researchers working in the
field of Nevada history, was pro111inently involved with profesDionallibrary
association conlIni ttees and w'orkshops, supervised newspaper indexing
projects, oversaw the creation of directories of Nevada's historica 1political
figures, initiated the c0111pilation of state "directories" of individuals for the
1890s (a decade for which none had been published), began the conversion
of the library from Dewey cataloging to Library of Congress cataloging, and
co-authored a Checklist of the Manuscript Collecticrns at the Nevada Historical
Society (1974), the firDt cOlllprehensive description of the society'D extensive
manuscript holdings. She personally indexed a number of major Nevada
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history books as well as nUlllerous issues of the Nevada Historical Society
Quarterly, and was involved with the establishlnent of the Nevada Corral
of Westerners International and the Washoe County Historical Society. For
thirty years she was a partner in the Great Basin Press, which published
books on Nevada history and literature. In 1973, in recognition of her exceptional work organizing and cataloging the society's library collection,
she was presented a Governor'S Merit Award.
It lnust be noted that everything Lee was able to accolll.plish at the Nevada
Historical Society she did with a single library assistant- scnnetlnles with
none- and a hand fu 1of loya 1volunteers. Everything was done, a Iso, in spite
of lifelong physical problelns that limited her mobility and breathing, and
eventuallYI toward the end of her time at the historical societYI forced her
to use a portable oxygen pack. (Lee, of course, always blithely ignored her
limitations, doing as lnuch work- and lifting of heavy objects- as anyone
else on the staff. She always lnaintained that she was too stubborn to let
anything get in the way of what she wanted to achieve.)
After retiring froln the historical society in 2000, Lee spent time gardening
-she had long been a grower of flowers that won awards in Reno garden
shows-and with her two beloved dogs, Heidi and Kylie· who admirably coexisted with feral cats that Lee had rescued. Lee also continued to
volunteer in the society's Jibrary, helped to finance the acquisition of books
and inlportant research collections, funded a cataloger's position on the
staff and in 2003 established the Mortensen Nevada Historical Trust Fund
(within the Community Foundation of Western Nevadat which continues
to support the purchase of books and collections for the library. She died,
unexpectedlyI on September 25 1 20071 in Reno at the sanl.e hospital where
she had been born almost seventy-three years earlier.
Lee was such an inlportant and affectionately regarded melnber of Nevada's extended conlOiunjty of librarians, archivists, and historians that it
is taking thne to adjust to her absence. We are poorer without her detailed
knowledge of our research library's holdings, her vast store of infonnation
about the state and its history, and her special dedication to serving the
public. Lee, who we remember with an ever.. present twinkle in her eye and
a mischievous smile, will be missed by everyone at the Nevada Historical
Society, and by all who knew her.
l

Eric N. Moody and Michael P. Maher
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In Memoriam
ALANAH WOODY

1956 ..2007

Alanah Woody leading a tour for the Nevada Museums Association at the Court of
Antiquities, August 2006. Photograph by Lee P. Brumbaugh. (Nevada Historical Society)
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Nevada rock art lost its staunchest supporter on July 19, 2007, with. the
death of Alanah Woody, executive director and co-founder of the Nevada
Rock Art Foundation. Alanah grew up a world traveler, which fed her later
interest in anthropology. Fronl 1989 to 1996, Alanah studied anthropology at
the University of Nevada, Reno, receiving a bachelor's and tuaster's degree
there. Her interest in rock art began while conducting her master's degree
work, studying with Professors Catherine and Don Fowler.
Alanah. took her Nevada rock art work with her to a Ph.D. progral1l. at
the University of Southampton, England. Her doctorate focused on Nevada
rock art and provided the first synthesis of existing data for 40 years, as
well as a critical review of rock art theory. Alanah met her future husband,
Angus Quinlan, at the U'niversity of Southampton.
On completing her Ph.D. in 2001, Alanah returned to Nevada and accepted the position of Collections Manager in the anthropology departlnent
of the Nevada State Museum in Carson City. While working full-time at the
museum, Alanah co-founded the Nevada Rock Art Foundation, a 501 (C) 3
organization with the mission of preserving and documenting Nevada rock
art sites. In 2006, Alanah left the museum to work full-time as executive
director of the Rock Art Foundation. In this role, she was tireless in her efforts to establish the foundation as a lasting preservation institution. Alanah
was also a well-published authority on Nevada's rock art and contributed to
international debates regarding rock art's past and present cultural uses.
I first met Alanah when she was searching for funding for the Court of
Antiquity, a rock art site along the Truckee River, east of Sparks. The site is
slated to become a county park through a partnership among NRAF, Washoe
County Parks Department, and the Nevada Department of Transportation.
Once c0111pleted, the park will be a lasting legacy of Alanah's devotion to
Nevada rock art.
Alanah was generous with her tirne and boundless energy. She accepted
every request I lnade of her to speak on rock art or to lead a tour of the
Court of Antiquity. The last tilne I saw her she was guiding a busload of
elen1entary school teachers to the Court of Antiquity and to various Native
Ainerican cultural sites near Pyramid Lake. I had planned to go along,
but Iny workload that day seen1ed overwhelming and I begged off. A few
short weeks later she was dead. I will forever regret not spending that last
day with her. To lne, Alana.h was the perfect balance of professionalism
and passion.
Tn Alanah/s memory, the Nevada Rock Art Foundation has created the
Alanah Woody Memorial Fund, which will be used to further the goals of
the Foundation and to support field projects that cannot be covered from
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other sources. The fund is a fitting tribute to Alanah's memory and to the
causes she cherished. Donations to the Alanah Woody Memorial Fund can
be sent to the Nevada Rock Art Foundation, 226 California Avenue, Reno,
NV 89509.
Mella Rothwell Harmon

Book Reviews

Bold Spirit. Helga Esthy's Forgotten Walk Across Victorian America.
By Linda Lawrence Hunt (Moscow: University of Idaho Press, 2003)
As I was reading this book I told IUY students, college undergraduates, about
Helga Estby, an ainazing woman who walked across the country. They were
spellbound. And one young woman asked, "Why don't we read about these
types of people in our textbooks? This is fascinating." That says it all ....
Helga Estby typified frontier America. Born in Norway, she traveled to
Michigan and later to MiIulesota, with her fatuily in its search for a better life.
In 1876, sixteen-year~old, pregnant Helga Inarried Ole Estby, who had arrived
in America in 1873. Their life was always hard, battling the weather as they
tried to fann on the northern prairie of Minnesota. As a frontier woman,
Helga struggled to rear her children and keep up with the endless household
chores. It was these early hardships and challenges that created within Helga
strength of character and an awareness of her importance to the lnaintenance
of her fainily.
Isolation, blizzards, prairie fires, and cyclones convinced the Estbys to Inove.
Influenced by advertisements sponsored by the Northern Pacific Railroad and
newspaper stories describing jobs and wages available on the Spokane and
Idaho Railroad, the fmnily lnoved west. Educated and nurtured in a city, Helga
relished all the offerings of Spokane Balls and the advantages it would offer her
children, but she chose to liv(;;. a few miles outside of town in order to protect
the In frOll1 urban vices. Spokane Fallst like most cities, was divided into rich
and poor sections, and econ0111ic circunlstances forced Helga's family into the
poor side of town. So 160 acres in Mica Falls becanle their new home.
All hopes of a prosperous future ended in 1893, when depression hit the
nation and Ole's skills as a carpenter were no longer in delnand. The fanlily
faced bankruptcy and the loss of their home. Helga never lost faith in the ideal
that Ainerica was a land of opportunity for those who worked hard and were
willing to take risks. Her own life experiences had made her a strong wonlan,
both physically and elnotionally.
This is when an unnamed Ilwealthy wOluan" in New York offered to pay
Helga and her daughter Clara $10,000 if they walked across the United States.
Helga knew that this lnoney would pay back taxes and the nl0rtgage, allowing
her falnily to keep their h0t11e. Ole, who had suffered a back injury,. was unable to
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support the faInilYt and Helga wanted to do whatever she could, so she acceptcd
the challenge. She and Clara were required to wear a bicycle skirt (introduced at
the 1893 World's Fair) and to earn their way across the country. Helga planned
to kecp a diary and then publish a book about their adventures.
Helga and Clara followed the railroad tracks across the country and ll1et
an assortInent of American characters, both good and bad. Stopping at state
capitols, they gathered letters of recon1J11endation that seenled to add credence
to what they were doing. Helga was violating the social Inores of Victorian
America. In 1896, it was unheard of for an unescorted woman to travel on
foot, in what SOlne considered scandalous clothing, and to leave her family for
1110nths while shc pursued an elusive goal. Few people recognized the earnest
devotion to fan1ily that drove Helga to take up this venture. It was society's
111isunderstanding and the perception of unacceptable behavior that caused
Helga's story to ahnost disappear froln history.
In December 1896, Helga and Clara reached New York City. Their jubilance
was short lived when they learned that the mysterious sponsor refused to
honor their contract and pay the pron1ised $10,000. HOlnc1ess and pcnniless
and thousands of miles fron1 honle, Helga and Clara had to find jobs and save
Illoney for return tickets to Mica Creek. Tragedy struck the falnily back hon1C
when a diphtheria outbreak killed two of Helga's other children. Partial blanlc
was placed on Helga, who was not home caring for her children/ a mother's
responsibility.
More than twelve 1110nths after starting on thc great trek, Helga returned to
Spokane, but was rcceived. as "nl0re a villain than a heroine" (229). Her falnily
and her C0111Inunity resented her absence and her unwillingness to accept her
"place" as a WOlnan. In the eyes of many, she had abandoned her family and
brought shanle upon her husband by publicly acknowledging that he could
not support his fmnily financially.
Hclga's story becmne taboo within the fmnily. There was no book, no lectures
about the walk across Anlerica. Helga'S fanlily "silenced her." Her heroic ad venture was ncver discussed, and. the only doclUl1entation of the trip consists
of a few ncwspaper clippings discovered in 1968. But a new generation vowed
to keep Helga'S story alive and pass it on.
This is a bewitching story. Not only is it a tale of women/s rights but it unfolds during the 1896 presidential election, a lynchpin in an America changing
politically, socially, and econon1ically. Helga's story is Anlerica's story- and
should be included in those history textbooks to fascinate and inspire.
Patricia Ann Owens
Wabash Valley College
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Willimn Clark and the Shaping of the West. By Landon Y. Jones
(New York: Hill and Wang, 2004)
Traveling along the Lewis and Clark Trail, one always wonders, "Which one of
those fellows picrured on that sign is Lewis and whidl is Clark?" We could also
ask ourselves how Inuch do we know about these co-captains who led the Corps
of Discovery. The Lewis and Clark Bicentennial produced a plethora of books, and
WilLimn Clark and the Shaping of the West is a much-welcomed biography. Not only
does it relate the details of his life, it fixes Clark into the happerungs of his lifetime.
Clark lived a lot of history; he was the embodiment of westward expansion.
The Clark family Inoved to the frontier of Kentucky from their Virginia plantation.
Wi11ialn' s older brother, George Rogers, fought to protect their lands frOln Indians
and British during the American Revolution. George Rogers Clark led a band of
Kentucky frontiersmen to capture Cahokia and Kaskaskia, and then marched across
flooded lliinois in Febnlary of 1779 to capture the British fort at Vincennes. It is
widely believed that this victory assured the transfer of the Northwest Territory to
the 'United States when the peace treaty was signed. George Rogers Clark had an
eventful life, but in his old age he was troubled by JTIounting debts and alcoholisIn.
Willianl, always a loyal and loving brother, did a11 he could to ease his burdens.
Willim11 Clark saw milihuy action on the Kentucky frontier, and it was here that
he met and began a friendship with Meriwether Lewis. When President Thomas
Jefferson asked Lewis to lead an expedition to explore the Louisiana Purchase, Lewis
asked William Clark to accompany hiJn as a co-captain.
The expedition is the topic of one chapter in this biography. What intrigues the
reader is the life Clark led after 1806. Centered in Saint Louis, Clark served in a
nUlnber of govenunent appointments as governor of thc Missouri Territory and superintendent of Indian affairs, thus wibiessing America's expansion to the west.
Of special interest is Clark's relationship with Native Americans. Jones writes:
uJn thc span of his public life, Clark had been a primary architect of a form of what
is now called ethnic cleansing. He persona11y signed thirty-seven separate treaties
with hldian nations, more than anyone inAIllerican history. A total of 81/282 hldimls
were Inovcd fr01n the eastern United States to the lands west of the Mississippi;
thousands Inore wcre moved out of Missouri, farther west" (325-326). Clark was a
man of his time, believing that Euro-Americans were destined to occupy the land
and that Native Americans had to accept the white man/s agricultural society in
order for their race to survive.
Jones's biogTaphy reveals Clark as a complex man: adventurer, cartographel~
politician, dipiolnat, fan1ily man, and friend. He died in 1838. A lot ofl1istory passed
before Clark in Saint Louis, and this volume is a most welcome guide to that histor-y
mid to Clark.
Patricia Ann Owens
Wabash Valley College
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The Environmerltal Justice Reader: Politics, Poetics, Pedagogy. Edited by lord AdaJ.nson,
Mei Mei Evans, and Ramel Stcin (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2002)
In The Environm.ental Justice Reader, Joni Adamson, Mei Mei Evans, and Rachel
Stein have gathered nineteen essays that at once define the emerging scholarship
of environmental justice while at the san1e tin1e pushing it in new directions.
The essays are interdisciplinary, international, and cover topics ranging fron1
the literature of the urban Alnerican ghetto to the legacy of nuclear testing in
the Pacific islands. The stated goal of the collection is to II document the efforts of
local groups to organizet 111obilize, and einpower themselves to take charge of
their own liveSt conlmunities, and envirorunents" (5). The anthology succeeds
admirably in this taskt and will serve to educate and inspire teachers, students,
and activists concerned with environmental justice.
The editors have divided d1e volume into tluee parts. Section one, "Politics/,
includes four scholarly case studies of environmental-justice lnoveinents in action
and two enhi.es that allow environmental-justice activists to speak about their work in
their own ten11S. The editors encouraged "proactive" scholarship that points toward
solutions to envirolunental-justice dilemlnas. Section two, "Poetics/ presents ninc
essays on cnviromnental-justice art and literature that expand the canon of cnvirOl1n1entalliterahlre to include wli.ting about urbaJ.1 and workplace environments
and equity issues. The last section, "Pedagogy," provides four essays on Inethods
of teachjng environmental justice in college classrooms.
The editors use a very light hand, contributing only a brief introductory essay.
Still, the essays speak wonderfully to each othel~ and several thelnes appear consistently throughout the volume. Many of the entries expand traditional definitions
of the envirolunent. In the editors' wordst this means considering the environment
as "the places in which wc live, work, play and worship" (4). For the authors of
the essays, this becomes a focus on toxicity rather than a typical "enviromnental"
subjects like wildlife or wi 1den1ess.It also means a critique of Inainstremn environInental groups for their lU1willingness to address the issues faced by people and
communities of color. The conflict of knowledge systeins- traditional indigenous
knowledge of sahnon lifeways or local observations of the link between a superfund
site and high cancer rates in contrast with a "tnlth" reported by scientific experts
representing governments or corporations--emerge in locales as distant and di ffer~
ent as Point Hope, Alaskat and ilu1er-city Melnphis. The tendency of globalization
to obscure envirolunental degradation and social injustice while at the san1e tilne
exacerbating these problems constitutes another recurrent theIne. Finally,. the idea of
empowerment courses through these essays. By becoming active in the fight against
the many guises of environmental injustice, the activistst scholarst artist'), and writers
discussed here enhance their own sense of identity,. and their ability to defend this
identity. As the activist Teresa Leal explainst 'IWhat this InOVell1ent is really about is
people speaking for then1selves" (51). Collectively,. these themes define the vibrant
and diverse environnlental-justice movement.
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Mixed with these themes are S0111e tremendously powerful and instntctive stories. There are personal, individual, and community battles with cancer; sttuggles
against indifferent government organizations and obfuscating multinational
corporations; and evidence of C01111TIUnity renewal through art and literature.
Stories like these rnake the envirorunental-justice movelnent more tangible and
easier to understand.
1he section on pedagogy deserves a special n1ention. On the one hand, these
four essays seeln out of place in a volume devoted primarily to original scholarship.
Unlike the other essays, these would not be assigned in a classrooln. On the other
hand, this section will be invaluable to those trying to build environmental-justice
classes of their own. Two essays are particularly strong: Robed Figueroa reveals the
intellectual architecture of his course as he explains how' and why he introduces
his students to different readings, concepts, and C0111pOnents of the environmental
justice 1110vement. Steve Chase discusses S0111e of the probh~lns and opportunities
he finds in teaching environmental justice to largely white, 111iddle-class students,
and suggests some classroom strategies to try (and others to avoid).
I have very few criticiSlns of this anthology. Some of the essays could have
been written in a more accessible, less-acadenlic style-especially if an expected
pritnary use is as an undergraduate text. As in any collection, sOlne of the essays
are stronger than others. Bu t over-all, this is a powerful, thoughtful an thology tha t
expands the field of environmental-justice studies and points toward a powerful
and inclusive environmental critique.
Jim Feldman
University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh

The CU./ture of Tourism, the Tourism of Culture: Selling the Past to the Present in. the
American. Southwest. Edited by Hal K. Rothman (Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 2003)
In the final sentences of Legacy of Conquest: The Unbroken Past of the American
West (1987), Patricia Limerick writes, "Indians, Hispanics, Asians, blacks, Anglos,
businesspeople, workers, politicians, bureaucrats, natives, and newcomers, we
share the same region and its history, but we wait to be introduced." Since the late
nineteenth cenhuy, and especial Iy during the last decades of the twentieth century,
cultural tourisnl sites have provided potential venues of interaction among different cultures and etluucities in the American West. Most of the contributors to
The Culture of Tourism, the Tourism of Culture, edited by Hal Rothman, argue that
the resu lts have been disappointing.
Most of the essays argue that culhual tourism transfofllled the representations
of Hispanic and American-Indian cultures to fit the desires of a middle-class Anglo
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tourist population. As local groups were given little agency, American Indians
and Hispanics were forced into an eCOnOlTIy that stripped them of their history
and culture/ and sold a n10dified version to a traveling public. In these venues of
cultural touriS1TI the inauthentic representation of ethnic life passed for authentic,
and a l1"liddle-c1ass tourist population happily consulned the experience.
Chris Wilson and Sylvia Rodriguez focus on the ways in which cultural tourism has transfonl1ed the cultural representations of the Southwest to fit tourists'
desires. Cluis Wilson criticizes Side'lJ)alk Society, a sculpture produced in 1990 that
stands in downtown Albuquerque. According to Wilson, the sculpture reflects the
idea of triculturalisln-Native AInericans, Hispanics, and Anglos living together
in hannony- that the state and tourism promote through the Luis. Despite the best
efforts of the Chicano movement in the late 1960s and early 1970s to confront these
representations, the triculhuaJ images continue, Wilson argues, because tourists want
to escape the realities of the lTIodern world. Sylvia Rodriguez niaintains that the state
and touriSll1 indusb-y are the two lnajor forces that perpetuate ethnoracia1di fference.
According to Rodriguez, because tourists travel to see othenless," tounsnl depends
upon, fosters, and intensifies the ethnoracial boundaries that delnarcate difference
and differential access to resources" (202). Other authors look lnore specifically at
lTIaterial representations of southwestern cultures and question their authenticity.
Rjna Swentzell describes how unc(unfortable she felt when she lnoved to Taos, New
Mexico, and saw the lnaterial representations of her Indian group. Ignoling problems
like alcohot the artistic representations ll1ade Swentzell feel that II we were not good
enough or could not tneasure up to how 'we were represented'/ (68).
Rothman attempts to provide a 1110re balanced view' of cultural tourism by
including essays written by representatives of the cultural tourism industry. Susan Guyette and David White, owners of consulting firn1S that help COlnmluuties
plan for appropriate and desirable cultural tonrisn1, concede that poorly planned
tourist sites have produced negative results; however, they argue that positive
results are possible through proper plaIuung. They add that cross-cultural plaIllung provides lnethods that allow host con"ln"luruties to anticipate potential effects
of tourisln developtnent, and it incorporates the cultural considerations of local
groups. Guyette aIld White's essay offers a brighter outlook on cultural tOUriSlll
than the preceding authors.
Hal Rothn1an's essay on Las Vegas concludes the collection and cOlnplicates
the organization of the book. Although Rothlnan Inight view the inauthentic
representations of Hopi culture in Arizona as negative, he views the inauthentic cultural representations of New York and Paris on the Las Vegas Strip as
something applaudable: IIGive l1"le purposefully inauthentic in a heartbeat!
N'ew York, New York... creates a New York experience that is alrnost bearable
for lne" (231). Here lies the dilenllna in The Culture (~f Tou.risnt that Rothlnan
con1plicates rather than resolves. He suggests that inauthentic cultural touri srn
is not always negative but never defines the differences between appropriate
and inappropriate cultural representations.
if
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The Culture of Tourism reflects a growing interest in tourism among academics. Many scholars have accepted Rothman's critical view of tourisn1 in the
Alnerican West in Devil's Bargains: TO'urism in the Twentieth-Century West (1998).
Few of these scholars, including Rothtnan, have asked about tourisln's positive
effects on communities. For a more balanced view of tourism, readers should
consult David Wrobel and Patrick T. Long's edited book Seeing and Being Seen:
Tourism in the American West (2001).
Matthew Johnson
Temple University

The Infmnous King of the Comstock: William Sharo·n. and the Gilded Age in the West.
By Michael J. Makley (Reno and Las Vegas: University of Nevada Press, 2006)
Bucking the pro-corporate fashions that rule among business historians
today, Michael Makley has penned a good, old-fashioned robber-baron portrait
of the Comstock ll1ining 1110gul William Sharon. In so doing, Makley reminds
readers that the robber-baron motif of Matthew Josephson and other early
twentieth-century Progressive historians remains compelling because, like nlost
stereotypes, it captures lTIuch that is true. This is especially so in the case of
Willialll Sharon, whose life, says Makley, IfseelllS to have gained n1eaning solely
frOlTI the acquisition of material wealth" (209). Unguided by any discernable
moral compass and Ifdesperate to succeed/' Sharon Ifdid little to avoid public
disdain" in the ruthless pursuit of his personal aggrandizement. His actions
reflected a desire for power, not popularity" (26 and 70).
Because he left behind no personal letters or papers, Sharon, despite his
great significance, has never before received the attention of a biographer.
Makley, however, succeeds as Sharon's first Boswell by diligently con1bing
through nlunerous Nevada and California newspapers, along with a cluster
of four lawsuits that generated a trove of revealing primary documents. The
resu 1t is a comprehensive reconstruction of Sharon's career and a daln.ning
assessment of his personality.
Born in Sn1ithfield, Ohio, in 1821, the well-educated and ambitious Sharon
journeyed overland to California during the great gold-rush 111igration of 1849.
Following brief stints as a storeowner in Placer County and Sacramento, Sharon
landed in booming San Francisco, where he quickly struck it rich by shrewdly
speculating in real estate. ironically, the prospective "King of the Comstock"
lost this initial fortune in 1864 by not so shrewdly speculating in Nevada Inining stocks. Suddenly broke, Sharon recovered only because of the remarkable
confidence placed in him by the San Francisco financier Wilhmn C. Ralston,
If
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founder of the newly launched Bank of California. Undaunted by Sharon's
failure, Ralston prolnptly dispatched the chastened stock-market gambler to
Nevada where, for the next eight years, he presided over Bank of California
branches in Virginia City and neighboring Cold Hill.
The Sharon-Ralston partnership proved spectacularly successful. Together
with Darius Ogden Mills and five other Bank of California heavyweights, they
forged what became popularly known as the Bank Ring. As the Ring's resident
agent, Sharon exercised a largely free hand in directing the flow of the bank's
enonnous financial resources throughout the Comstock region . Consequently,
Sharon swiftly becanle the most powerful and influential man in the newly
admitted Silver State.
He was also mnong its most aggressive. Not content simply to play the
role of prosperous banker, Sharon was an enlpire builder who, as a lendel~
preferred to foreclose on collateral rather than collect mere interest. Thus, he
and his partners collected lnines and n1ills instead. Within just three years
of Sharon's arrival, the Bank Ring gained control of the rjchest mines on the
Con1stock, including the Yellow Jacket, Kentuck, and Crown Point. More important, Sharon's clique also took over seven key ore-reduction mills, which
they consolidated in June 1867 as the Union Mill and Mining Con1pany.
Deploying the classic corporate strategy of vertical integration, Sharon
went on to assen1ble an au tarkic dOlninion that commanded the locallnining
industry. In addition to thei r controlling interests in banks, Inines, and lnills,
Ring members and their associates, always following Sharon's lead, organized
the Carson and Tahoe Ltunber and Fluming Company, the Virginia and Gold
Hill Water Conlpany, and, most critical, the Virginia and Truckee Railroad
Company, which linked the Con1stock to the outside world.
Although Sharon's eight bullish years on the Cornstock ended in 1872 when
he returned to San Francisco, his power and influence within the Silver State
remained so pervasive that, in 1875/ the Nevada legislature elected him to the
United States Senate. Unlike his son-in-law Francis G. Newlands, who was
later to serve Nevada well in the Senate, Sharon absolutely disgraced his high
office. Much more interested in possessing the title than doing the job, Senator
Sharon rarely bothered to drop in on Washington during his six-year ternl and
n1anaged to achieve distinction only by setting one of the worst attendance
records in the entire history of the upper house.
Serenely confident that Nevada's best interests were identica'l to those of
the Bank Ring, Sharon believed that his Senate service was best perfonned by
relnaining home in San Francisco tending to business. Granted, there was much
to be done. In August J 875, the Bank of California suddenly col1apsed, and
Ralston, who bore chief responsibility for the calanlity, just as suddenly died,
a likely suicide. Stepping immediately into the breach, Sharon, in a dazzling
display of financial wizardry, lniraculously resurrected the shuttered bank,
which re-opened to great public fanfare just five weeks later, on October 2.
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That SaIne day, the triumphant Sharon also hosted the grand opening of his deceased partner's Palace Hotel, which, along with the rest of Ralston's vast private
estate/ now belonged to Nevada's absent junior senator. For the rest of his li fe, Sharon was to shuttle back and forth between his plush residential suite in the Palace
and his magnificent new suburban Inansion south of Sal1 Francisco at Belnlont,
yet another prize that he managed to wrest from Ralston's bereaved family whjle
rescuing the bank.
Unfortunately for Sharon, his remaining tinle proved brief and troubled. From
Septelnber 1883 until his death, on November "13, 1885, the aging and widowed
plutocrat found himself embroiled in a bitter feud with Sarah Althea Hill, a devious fornler 111istress who clailned to be his second wife and who now delnanded a
divorce, aJong with considerable alin10ny. Among the Inost celebrated of CildedAge
celebrity scandals/ the sordid case of I'Sarah and the Senator" provided a windfall of
salacious fodder for a gleeful press. The ugly details of the suit humiliated Sharon s
family,. disgusted his friends, aI1d no doubt helped drive Sharon into his grave .
it also exposed Sharon as a cold, narcissistic/ and narrow Inan. Aside frcHn cockfigh ting, poker, and fonucation/ Sharon had few interests other than business. As
Makley observes, "Sharon's feats-conquerillg the Comstock, building an empire,
and brillging the failed Barl k of California back to life-are the stuff of legend. But in
achieving those ends/ he ignored Ius family rand] acquired few friends." Throughout
his life he remained a largely sc1 f-absorbed individual who II exhibited 11 ttle spiritualityll and "championed no ideal," even when servillg in public office (209).
While arguing on behalf of Sarah Hill before the San Francisco GraIld Jury, her
attorney, George Washington Tyler, proclaimed Sharon a "financial and erotic giant
but anintel1ectual and moral pygnlY" (166). Though his stingingsurrunation earned
a contempt citation/ it is difficult to close Makley's well-researched book without
concluding that Tyler was right on target.
Michael Magliari

California State University, Chico

Believing in Place: A Spiritual Geography (~f the Great Basin.
By Richard V. Francaviglia (Reno: University of Nevada Press, 2003)

Surveying the interior: Literary Cartographers and the Sense of Place.
By Rick Van Nay (Reno: University of Nevada Press/ 2(03)
Both of these works from the Un.iversity of Nevada Press consider issues of
place, though at different scales and with varying levels ofiInJnediacy for Nevada
readers. Richard Francaviglia's "spiritual geography" is the sprawling product
of more than forty years' engagement with the specific landscapes of the Great
, I
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Basin. Infonned by his longstanding passion for and broad knowledge of that
terrain, it is a generous work of broad-ranging insights. Rick Van Noy's book, by
contrast, is nlore confined in its approach, although it covers much more territory
physically. Van Noy explores the ways that four different writers- Henry David
Thoreau, Clarence King/ John Wesley Powell, ,md Wallace Stegner- have depicted
the landscape in their work. Using the central 111etaphor of literary cartography,
Van Noy considers the ways in which these lnen luap the landscape with words,
in addition to lllaps. Surveying the Interior refers to the personal world of experience that Van Noy's writers attempt to comluulucate, not to the literal interior
West of geographer Francaviglia.
In Believing in Place, Francaviglia sets hilnself a daunting task, "to tell the story
of how the Great Basin's envirolu11ent resonates in the spiritual lives of all people,
Native and non-Native, Monnon and non-Morn1on, resident and traveler" (xiv).
In this quest he proves to be a well-infonned guide. Francaviglia is a life-long
shldent of the region who is familiar with its geography and with Mormon culture/
though he is not hin1self a member of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints, nor does he live in the Basin. He takes spirituality seriously and defines
it broadly, extending frOln Native Alnerican aninlisln through traditional JudeoChristian theology to 1110dern paganisln as practiced by New Age adherents.
Similarlyt he defines the Great Basin broadly, using hydrographic boundaries
that extend it into California and ()regon as we11 as the core areas of Utah and
Nevada. Within this capacious fratnework, he pursues an idiosyn.cratic path.
The book is structured in thetnatic chapters, each sparked by scnne physical attribute of the landscape, such as sagebrusht or by the contours of specific places
in which the peripatetic geographer finds himself. He explains his procedure
in an early chaptel~ when he describes the Great Basin as a good place to look
for the answers to metaphYSical questions about the begituungs of life because
here "the hand of nature is visible as the most elementary of the universe/ s
forces-heaven and earth-are in constant contact/! (22). So Francaviglia begins
by looking up at the sky.
What he finds the ret characteristically~ is his own sense of wonder at the elemental beauty of the landscape, but also the creation stories of other peoples.
He takes these seriously, noting the way that Native Aln.crican creation stories
Ilresonate with ancestral n1en1ories of water that was lnore plentiful than it is
today" (44), which he correlates with scientific accounts of the prehistoric lakes
that once covered 111uch of the present Great Basin. His point, howevel~ is not
to prove or disprove the accuracy of particular creation stories, but to point out
the ways in wluch I'the scenery of the Great Basin is a repository of in1agination"
(53). What we see in the landscape, in other words, te11s us about ourselves, as
well as about the phYSical attributes of the terrain.
Throughout, Francaviglia is attentive to the role of culture. He notes the way
that the Monnon religious diaspora lnoving into the Great Basin resulted in the
creation of a distinctive landscape that II converted topographical features into
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spiritually charged icons" (152). TunLing to Nevada, he systematically compares
its casinos to Catholic churches, both of them "serene yet animated, with souls
fervently seeking redemption, bells ringing, and candles flickering ... both the
casino and the church are structural elements in hlltnankind's enduring quest to
affect, even ensure outcomes (166), Similarly, Francaviglia links his analysis of
Nevada's nuclear landscape to the anticommunism of the lnid-twentieth cenhlry,
which he characterizes as a religious quest as well. Predictably, he discusses
the Burning Man Festival of northern Nevada!s Black Rock Desert in ter111S of
religious pilgritnage and spiritual encounter.
In lnany ways the title of tiLis work nlisrepresents its content. Believing in Place
is not a personal profession of belief, but a thoughtful and well-infonned exploration of the ways in which many different belief systems have intersected with the
Great Basin landscape. Indeed, Francaviglia's thesis is that life in the region has
been characterized by "one factor in particular--the search for something beyond
normal experience" (xix). In this book, that search takes a lnultiplicity of forms,
and the au thor is a catholic guide to thetn all. The book concludes on a personal
note, with the writer's own daredevil driving and his wife's breast cancer. Each
is an occasion for further contemplation, as Francaviglia takes" c0111fort in the
thought that out of our failings and tragedies we construct places that endure!'
(248). In an epilogue, he depicts himself on one last flight over the Great Basin!
taking notes for this book but at the same time glancing constantly ou t the plane's
windows, "for fear 1'1I1niss sometiLing of interest" (248). This image aptly characterizes his lnethod throughout this richly rewarding book.
In Surveying the Interior, Rick Van Noy sets himself a more limited task. While
Francaviglia explores the iInpact of place by starting on the ground, Van Noy
begins! instead, with particular explorers. He describes his four writers as literary cartographers, Inel1 who both physically lnap the terrain and conceptually
explore the ways that places are experienced. His conceit, that his subjects are
both scientists and writers, applies well to King and Powell, less so to Thoreau
and Stegner. Throughout, Van N oy' s contrast is between scienti fic representation
of the external landscape and emotional apprehension of an interior landscape.
Clearly 1110re intrigued by the latter than the fonner, Van Noy etnphasizes
his subjects' recognition of the ways that lnaps "failed to represent the places
they experience" (5). The map! in other words, is not equivalent to the territory. While this fact is hardly a revelation, the ways in which it plays out for the
individual writers are Van Noy's principal concern in this book. As he observes
of Thoreau, for whom- after a frightening encounter with the unknown on a
trip to Maine- the weaknesses of maps loomed large: "They can't represent the
intelligence and sense of place on the one hand! and can't capture the sense of
time and change on the other" (56). After that recognition! Van Noy tells us, it
was Thoreau's quest to maintain the lnystery even in the well-known landscape
around Concord! to explore a place thoroughly and yet keep it at the same tiIne
"wild and alive!! (65).
ll
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For Powell and for King, there was no such necessity. Each of then) encountered genuinely new places, and struggled both with the challenges of lnapping
them and with the need to comprehend theln. Clarence King's sense of place
begins to enlerge in the Sierra Nevada as he fights against being overwhelmed by
the vastness of the chaotic space around him. Jolul Wesley Powell, by contrast,
found sublimity in the geological scale of the Grand Canyon landscape that he
both lnapped and (inadvertently) mythologized for the larger culture. Both men,
according to Van NoYt managed to reconcile objective science with a subjective
experience of the natural world (141).
The inclusion of Wallace Stegner in this study is problematic. Van Noy concedes that the twentieth-century writer is not even remotely a cartographer, but
claims that he qualifies because Stegner conducts a different kind of survey, "a
denizen's survey, which also seeks an order, but one closer to the wayan insider
knows the landscape, perhaps even belongs to it, and is subjective and qualifiable" (142). While this may be true, and Stegner is surely a most insightful guide
to the intricacies of western sense of place, his inclusion here undermines any
overarching argunlent about the similarity of the four writers' projects. Better
instead, perhaps, to have included Frederick Hayden and George Wheeler (two
nineteenth-century western cartographers explicitly omitted by Van Noy because
their reports "are interesting mostly to scientists" (25), and left Thoreau and
Stegner for another essay. Certainly the cartographers King, Powell, Hayden, and
Wheeler have n10re in con11non with each other than they do with the "interior
surveys" of Thoreau and Stegner.
Van Noy's discussion of Stegner offers a heartfelt appreciation of the layered
nature of the writer's sense of place in Wo~lWillo7'() and Angle ofRq}ose, especially.
Van N oy admires the way that Stegner's writing incorporates historYt fiction, and
nlelTIoir. Ultinlately, Van Noy seenlS to suggest, Stegner is to be adlnired because
rus stories don't siInply "write the interior landscape" (146), but confonn instead to
the deeply experienced contours of the external world. Stegl1er already possesses
the resident's sense of place that Thoreau, King, and Powell are all struggling in
different ways to develop in their travels.
Ultimately, Van Noy concludes that no one of his literary cartographers
fully succeeds in representing the landscape he explores, though each creates
a particular version of sense of place (179). As he puts it: "Beneath the sn100th
surface of the maps was a land of infinite variety ,u1d complexity" (176). Though
no cartographer would disagree, Van Noy's two central chapters on King and
Powell come closest to exploring and illu1l1inating this observation by examining
in detail the work of two men who struggled to do both things.
Elizabeth Raymond
University (~INevada, Ren.o
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